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Protests Do Some Good ... They Provide Jobs
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President Woodrow Wilson said,
"There must be, not a balance
of power, but a community of
power; not organized rivalries,
organized commoni
but
an
peace."

ALMANAC
By United Press International
Today is Wednesday, Nov. 19,
the 323 day of 1969 with 42 to
follow.
The moon is between its first
quarter and full phase.
The morning stars are Venus
and Jupiter.
The evening stars are Mercury, Mars and Saturn.
On this day in history:
In 1863, President Lincoln
delivered the Gettysburg AdWar
Civil
the
dress
at
battlefield.
Marcy
1876, William
In
Tweed, political -box" of
Tammany Hall in New York,
was convicted of defrauding the
city of about $6 million and was
given a 12-year prison term.
Also in 1874, the National
Women's Christian Temperance
Union was organized in Cleveland.
In 1919, the U.S. Senate
rejected the Treaty of Versailles drawn up by the Paris
peace conference at the end of
World War II.
--A
thought for
the day:

JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising. Letters to the Editor,
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the best
interest of our readers.
NATIONAL FtEPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER 00., 1500
Madison Ave, Memphis, Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg., New York. N.Y,
Stephenson Bldg.. Detroit Mich.
Entered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission se
Second Class Matter
SUBSCIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 35g, per
Month $1.52. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year,
OM;
Zones 1 & 2, $13.00. Elsewhere $18.00. All service subscriptions
$8.00.
"The Outstanding Clete Asset et a Community is the
Integrity of its Newmpaper"
WEDNESDAY - NOVEMBER 19, 1969

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TIMES FILE

A contract was awarded today to Edward Burd of Mayfield and
J. 0, Evans of Murray for $72,184 for work on the ColdwaterSalem Church road.
Ralph Cook, age 63, died suddenly last night at his home in
Hazel.
W. C. Elkins spoke on "Moral Courage" at the meeting of the
Methodist Men's Club of the First United Methodist Church.
The first meeting of the Backboard Club has been scheduled for
November 23 at the Murray State College Student Union Building,
according to Chuck Shuffett, president.

CATRR

* Now Showing!*
'A LYRIC. MOW SON
*Of ME
ROAD! AN HISTORIC mouser

PETER /DENNIS
FONDA I HOPPER
JACK NICHOLSON
Re4eased by COLUMBIA PICTURES

1st Feature Tlidr. & Fri.

Pupils from Murray Training School succeeded in taking most
of the state prizes in the State Fire Prevention Poster contest
tecently held in connection with Fire Prevention Week,
Walter A. Jaeleson, age 69, died yesterday %Ube Murray

No One Under 16

HERBERT B. LEONARD
presents

Land
Transfers

Williams, lot in Keeneland Subdivision.
Murray Silica Sand, Inc. to
Herb Chipwood, lots in Calle
way County.
Will S. and Laura ?aye Rogers to Murray State University,
lot in city of Murray.
Roy E. and Lola Jane Cothran to Murray State University,
lot in College Terrace Subdivision.
Lakeway Shores, Inc., to La
rene Thompson of New Madrid,
Missouri, lot in Lakeway Shores.
Richard and Joan Healy to
Jack Healy of New Boston,
Mich., lot in Calloway County.

School Not
Equipped
For Task

of the school community — an
this includes parents, businesa
groups, and students as well as
educators — has a right and
responsibility to better it", said
Schultz.

Mason and Nerene Thomas
and Frances D. Stamps to Gedric B. and Norma Paschall, lot
Heights Subdivision.
But I would not have you to be ignorant brethren, concerning them in Grave
Inc., to Bobbie R. or
Coep.,
which are asleep, that ye sorrow not, even as others which have DA.
Okve B. Riddle, labs;
The following article was prehope.-- 1 Thessalonians 413.
Friround E or /Seale F. Dailipared by the Murray and Cal- Are you getting a good picture
Deep in the human heart is a steadfast faith that death is not an
es of Belleville, Ill., lot:
loway County Education Assoc a-om the UHF television stations
ending, but a doorway into a larger aad a better life.
Rubin or Lane Z. Valentine
iations and in no way reflects In your area? If not, don't despaof Warren, Mich., lots;
the opinions of the Ledger and ir. Kentucky Educational Televiof Dearborn
Core Laidlan
GAMES INTEREST GORDON
Times.
sion knows your frustration at
Heights, Mich., lots;
not being able to get good recepRyan
M.
Janet
or
D.
Ronald
SPACE CENTER, Houston
tion and has just printed a brochMich., lots;
(UPI)- Two
football
games of Livonia,
ure to help people get a better
PROCLAMATION
Paul R. or Marion I, Lumbert
Sunday interested Apollo 12
There once was a time, not
Mich., lots;
WHEREAS, the Bible is the so long ago, when America'E signal from any UHF station,
Dearborn,
of
astronaut Richard F. Gordon,
Fay T. or Elouise C. Jordan most widely published book in schools were asked to teach Including the ETV network.
He asked that Mission Control
In most cases, poor reception
the history of the world, a com- reading, writing, and arithmeof Chicago, ilL, lots;
find out how they came out.
is due to one of two things: (1)
Herman R. or Doretha M. Co- plete library, in more than a tic.
The Space Center advised the
anoper of Dearborn, Mich., lots; thousand tongues, and
Today, along with the endur- lack of proper receiver or
New Orleans Saints upset the
LOUISVILLE (UPI):
WHEREAS, we are in need ing 3-R's, the problems of the tenna, or (2) faulty antenna oriLeslie C. or Ina C. Pettross
New
York
Giants, 25-24, and
About 1100 high school stuof spiritual and moral guidan- city and...the country, the pro- entation.
of Detroit, Mich., lots;
Houston tied Denver, 20-20.
Nide:dos J. or Emily Gentil- ce today more than ever be blems of the suburbs, and the
dents from across the state
The brochure , which is tree
Gordon is a close friend of uomo of Westmount, Ill., Iota; fore, and we have no better
were told they would be
perplexities of the nation are for the asking, discusses these
Saints' owner John Mecom Jr.
Rachael V. Ralph, of New- set of prinicples and source of being referred for solution to problems as well as kinds of antreated more readily like
His son, Larry, 11, is a burg, Ind., lots;
inner strength and inspiration
tennAs, converting old sets to
the public education system.
adults if they have the
waterboy for Houston.
Charles T. Seaborn of Aur- than the Holy Bible,
Yet, mony of our schools are UHF, and tuning techniques. For
"responsibility to live by
WHEREAS, the Bible teachora, Ill., lots;
not equipped to meet these a free brochure ,write: Kentucky
the rules."
Ronald Lane of Tipton, Tenn., ings are for people of all ages, challenges.
ETV, 600 Cooper Drive, LexingStuAssn.
of
Kentucky
races and creeds, and all can
lots;
Kentucky 40502.
of
Amersponsors
ton,
say
the
So
dent Councils president
Robert H. or Nancy A. Smoot be enriched through daily Bi- ican Education Week which is
Tom Welch of Seneca, in
ble
reading.
of Indinspolis. Ind., lots;
FRIENDLY RIVALS
being observed this week in
his address to the 23d anNOW,ZHEREFOR41 I, HolmOtis or Rebecca J. Chastain
Murray and Calloway County.
nual student council cones Ellis,layer of t1i City of
SPACE CENTER, Houston of Indianapolis, Ind., lots;
According to Bill Miller and
vention here Saturday, enSeybert
A.
Nancy
Murray,
Kentucky,
do
L.
or
hereby
Keith
(UPI).- Astronauts
Alan
L.
couraged the group to gain
Fred Schultz, chronic short
lots;
Ind.,
proclaim
Week
of
the
Novem- ages of money, materials, and
Bean and Apollo 12 Flight of Anderson,
their elders' respect by actJames Joseph or Anne M. ber 23 through November 30,
ing out their convictions
Director Gerald D. Griffin are
adequate facilities plague the
1969, as:
and being patient.
both from Fort Worth, Tex., Etadalich of Zion, Ill., lots;
educational systems.
Alpha Delta Kappa, InternaS.
Syler
Elizabeth
BIBLE
G.
or
WEEK
John
being
are
"The adults
but the similarity ends there.
Too many city and rural poor tional Honorary Sorority for
lots;
Teem.,
Pillow,
launching
Worldwide
of
Fort
Bible are attending classes conducted
forced to base their opinion
They attended competing high
Women Educators, now is acHarry L. or Mei Pritchett Reading from Thanksgiving to
on an insignificant minorischools and went to arch-rival
in obsolete, overcrowded, de- cepting applications for its se
of Justice, M., lots;
Christmas, 1969, in Murray, Kenty which is crying in the
fective, and makeshift facilities. cord $8,000 grant for research
universities.
dark," Welch said.
Robert or Mary Agnew of tucky, and urge all men, woBean went to Texas and
The number of school-age Linking the arts and humanities
Welch mentioned young
Indiimapolis, Ind., lots;
men and children, of all faiths
children and the percentage to today's problems, Mrs. MenGriffin Texas A&M. Still, Bean
Americans' growing conLTD,
Inc.,
to
World Land
to observe the week by reading
says, Griffin is "a good aggie.
who actually attend school are ton M. Rowlett, 112 N. 14th
cern for freedom, but addManuel and Virginia Graddy of the Scriptures for guidance in
increating rapidly even as new Street said today.
He really knows what he's
ed that -the freedom to
Mt. Vernon, Ind., lots in Bay- understanding and applying it
tasks are assigned the educa- "Our first award was made
swing one's fist stops at the
doing."
wood Vista Subdivision.
to their own lives.
other person's nose."
tion system — and before the to Miss Emily Dennis of New
Pat and Mary C. Ross to Fred
Holmes Ellis
have succeeded in hold- York City," Mrs. Rowlett, said.
schools
Ray
Eugene Jones and Donald
Mayor
those
who do attend or "She was very active in estaball
ing
Jones of ALmo, Ky., lot in CalCity of Murray
teaching all those they hold. lishing MUSE, the nationally acloway County.
Kentucky
Pointing to the report of claimed storefront musueen in
Gene and Doris Steely and
the National Advisory Commis- the Bedford-Stuyvesant section
Max M. and Joanna Sykes to
sion an Civil Disorders, Miller of New York. She will use her
Wendell and Sadie Allbribten,
noted that there are more than grant to study how to move
lot in Gatesborough Estates Sub0•00-DRIECTIONAL
ill million Americans who have the vast resources of the nadivision.
ANTENNA
less than an eighth grade edu- tion's musuems out to the peoBobby R. and Marcia Wells of
HIGH GAD4 ANTENNA
ple and develop teaching procation.
Stuttgart, Ark., to Eugene and
And even the "haves" of our grams to go along with the ex.
Girlene Murphy of Wino, Ky.,
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (UPI)
00041 DRIF_CTION AL
— the hibits.
lot in Panorama Shores.
— Western Kentucky Univer- educational system
A/47004A
Will Ed and Betty Bailey of sity
Monday announced it youngsters finishing well en- 'The sorority is interesting it
Birmingham. Mich. to Bruce would ask the state for 035.241,- dowed schools with high marks helping another woman with an
research
project.
and VeLda Mae Bucy of Hazel, 395 to finance what it termed — may not be getting an educa innovative
Ky., lot in Calloway County.
"significant progress" for the lion which provides adequately The second grant also will be
for development of qualities for $8,000. The only guideline
Dewward and Rosie Lee Cook 19'70-72 biennium.
frequenUy set forth as today's we have established is that the
to Richard L. and PAantha A.
educational goals.
applicants must be women who
Dowdy, lot in Calloway County.
Miller urges parents to be have completed their master's
Meda Outland to Everett
Downing said the total budWard Outland, Macy Lou SWUM get request would amount to alert to whether their child' degree work.
and John Edward Outland, lot $52,761,930, with the remainder school encourages creativity, 'The successful second apin Calloway County.
expected from federal funds, inventiveness, leadership, good plicant will be chosen about the
Annie Louise Tharpe to Vera gifts, grants, student fees and. citizenship, personal and social first of the 1971 year, but apWard and Willie 0. Reed, lot income from auxiliary services. maturity, and honest workman- plications must be completed
in city of Murray.
Two years ago, Western sub- chip — the qualities difficult and filed wih our International
Headquarters by July 15, 1970.
Thomas Edgar and
Stella mitted a budget request of $38,- to measure by report cards.
According' to Schultz, this Considerable time is needed to
Wilkerson to W. B. and Mari- 659,806 The school currently is
lyn McCuiston, lot in Calloway operating on $35,885.390, of year's theme of the annual vis. complete these forms to the
SOIL SAMPLER
County.
which $20,759,780 is state ap- it-the-schools observance, "Bet- beet advantage.
DIGGING SCOOP
Mrs. Rowlett, said she will
ter Education: Your Job," highJimmy N. and Patsy Fain and propriations.
Dortha Dunn to Wells Overby,
lights the task before this nat- forward any requests she gets
VEIUITER ENGU4T
lot in city of Murray.
ion.
for applications, or interested
CRUSHABLE root PAD
Cp
Wells Overbey to Jimmy N.
The _budget request will be -The need to fit the educa- women may write direct to
and Patsy Fain, lot in city of submitted to the state Council tional system to the many jobs Mn. Jenne Neal, 1615 West
Murray.
on "Public Higher Education a must perform is so urgent Ninety-Second, Kansas City, Mo.,
ONE APOLLO 12 MISSION is to examine .Fitta•cYtit 3 near its
Frank M. and Frieda A. Gib- when the council meets la and so crucial to the future of 64114 for applications and inlanding site on the Moon and bring back parts. including-the
son to John, L and Abbie Lee Frankfort Friday.
the nation that every segment ;true.'ons
TV camera. Surveyor 3 hae here there since April 1967.

Brochure Tells How
To Get UHF Picture

Alpha Delta Kappa
Is Now Accepting
Applications
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RideR

"WINNING"

LEDGER a TIMES FILE

Advises
Pupils Live
By Rules

CL EAR LAKE CITY, Tex.
(UPI}--A space agency employe's wife, Mrs. S. Milo
Keathley, said it was astronaut
Alan L. Bean's idea for her to
make a 14-by-18-inch crewel of
Christian historical symbols.
Bean svill take the embroidered design to the moon's
surface and present it to the
Clear Lake Methodist Churc"-)
when he returns.

115.1111111"Pi
lkitiRRAY

20 Years Ago Today

Bible Thoughtfor Today

WILL PRESENT DESIGN

.400 C0.0000r mart.•••••
refef 01 1.000VC10105 vegans

*ENDS TONITE*

"Whocping CougliAramd Tow", from column,"Base & Beard
Around Murray".•
The N. C. Is St. L. passenger trains will resume normal service
November 22 and 23 after they were discontinued due to the coal
strike.
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For ;35 Million
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year-old
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Walter

Charles Rushing (52) of the Laker: and

Hatchet (44)
high off the
(42) look on.

ceis Asstnid-Of Winning
_Season,Meet Western Sat.
ByJoe Tom Erwin
The Murray State Racers ran
their record to 5-3-1 and assured
themselves of a winning season
by blasting Evansville 42-16 Saturday.
The Racers could make the
season a great success for their
fans by beating old rival Western
Kentucky at Bowling Green next
turday in the concluding game
)
the season. Western, as Murray, is 5-3-1 for the year. How-
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R
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1577
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L. Schreiber TT
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5.1
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5.3
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5111
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M. Young ET
3.1
455
171
L. Regan MO
4.4
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621
J. ~noes WK
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4.0
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4.6
▪
.
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1
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ever, the Htlitoppers are 4-2
In the Ohio Valley Conference
and in second place, while Murray is 2-3-1 and in fifth place in
the league.
The win over Evansville was
the second strong offensive showing in a row for the Racers.
The previous week they bad beaten Austin Pony 53-41.
The Murray defense contributed two touchdowns to the cause,
one coming on defensive halfback
Bud Qualk's 50-yard punt return
and another on roving back Jimmy Harrell's 66-yard interception return. The defense picked
off four Evansville passes giving
them ll in the last two games
and 20 for the season.
Fullback Rick Fisher set anew
Murray record by scoring four
touchdowns in the game. He had
TD runs of 45 and 2 yards and
TD receptions of 52 and 6 yards. He had 123 yards rushing
in 20 attempts and caught 3
passes for 80 yards. For the

will

make

his

night

to

win

their

Darrell Cleaver led the Lakers

their lead

while limiting the Flash

to

19

Li make the final score 7145.
Both teams had 88 field goal
..tempts and the Lakers hit
:Id for an average of
43.9%
while Lane Oak hit 28 for a
710.6': average.
The fakers hit 15 of 26 from
the free throw line for a
57.7%
average compared
oak's

15 of 22

erage

with Lo ii e
for a 88.2% av

ealLoway led on the backbards with 36 rebounds to 28
Or
.1- the Purple Flash.
The Laken; next game is the
Frith* night, at home, with
Carlisle County. Game time is
5:45 p m for the second team
came and 8:00 for the varsity
game.

to eight points, 44

Oalloway

10 31

Lone

11 25 38-55

Oak__

44-71

backAll eyes are on the basket as Darrell Cleaver (32) makes this Jump shot from under the
Calloway
board. Others shown In the picture are Pete Roney (54), and Jimmy Lassiter (42), of

Staff Photos by Gene McCutcheon

and Larry Knott of Lone Oak.

The Celtics Tuesday received
Calloway Co. (71) - Cleaver
6-foot-7 forward Bill Dinwiddie
25, Rushing 18, Sears 10, Roin exchange for Cousy's playing
ney 8, Crawford 4, Lassiter 2,
rights and a future draft pick
Todd 2, Williams
2
, Doran.
to be mutually agreed upon at
Lone Oak (SS) - Powell 14,
a later date.
Hatched 6, Goode 12, Knott 19,
To make room for the NBA's
Arnold 4.
latest playing-coach, the Royals
placed guard Jimmy King on
the injured list. King, who
suffered a broken shin bone in By United Press international.,
his left leg, wasn't expected to
They always said give Boston
resume action until late Decema little more time and the
ber or early January, 19'70.
When he does return, Cincin- Celtics will snap out of,their
nati will have to cut a player to prolonged losing stre--7
Boston received 'those' eafrCtako4
fnfintain ftie I2-player limit.
State
and
ntana

Voyagers Win

71.
.28
S. 1
7.13 27.14
4I7
14 13'
6 11.16
e 1.14

IF
31
75
3;
15
11

North Dakota State,
Montana In Lead

moments

Moody Named
Golfer Of
The Year

total

is

yards.

have

143

of

Eighteen

Denver Loses To
Pacers 108-105

277
of

for

2051

his passes
By United

been for touchdowns.

Stan
field

Watts

scored

his fifth

goal in eight attempts for

the year to pad his season record. He also kicked three extra
points

and

is

tied

with

Hake

for second highest scorer on the
team with 36 points.
The

Mur-ay - Western game

will be at 2 p.m. The Hilltoppers
had

a five-game winning streak

broken

last Saturday when they

were edged

by

powerful Akron

21-18.

Stable fire safety
NEW

YORK

Press international

(UPI)-Race-

Tuesday

night
in
no. enter the final week of small
Phoenix Suns,
Don. uneaso
-n,
-s tw
colli
efe football rankings vir119, in overtime.
deadlocked for the No. I
two foul shots with six seconds spot

edging

SCOTTSDALE, Ariz.
Orville Moody, a virtual nobody
on the professional golf tour
only a year ago, reached the
apex of his career Tuesday
night when he was named the
Golfer of the Year by the
Professional Golfers Association of America.
Moody, a native of Chickasha,
Okla., won two of pro golf's
biggest events this year- the
U.S. Open and the World Series
of Golf - and has earned
$78,323.78 on the tour, in
addition to the $50,000 he
earned for winning the World
Series. Last year, his first full
season on the circuit, the 35season, Fisher has 819 yards
Moody
won
year-old
just
rustling, 175 fewer than Russ
$12,950.
Hake's season record of 994
Paul Hahn, world famous
set last year. Fisher's 24 points
trick shot artist, received the
gives him 54 for the year, tops
Smith
Horton
Award
for
.for the team.
outstanding contributions to the
Another season record that game.
could fall this year is Larry
Tillman's 2291 yards passing set
In 1967. Quarterback Matt Haug
completed 15 of 29 against Evansville for 233 yards. His num

.444

.487
.399
.505
.324
.611

I.
2.
3.
4.
S.

at Prostensberg

bodied at lanesvs Hill

id,
2266
2344
2791
2012
11156
trl 2040
119 9 7976
1471 3220
Awe.
112.6
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1274
1521

TOTAL OFFENSE
Plays Rush Pass Yds.
311 -74 2051 1975
Haug MU
Johnny Vance WK 370 118 1721 ltf;
Bill Marston MO 317 135 1551 101
1522
L Schreiber TT 272 1572
Sill Griffith MT 2114 -19 1313 1741
58 1070 11241
Larry Graham ET 241
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1135
.22
270
Bill March EK
1011
200 1911
Jim Eroelks EK
Dennis Dyer AP 254 -52 134 117
Rich Fisher MU 14/ 811 -- 111
PASS RECEIVING
No Yds TD
HI 711 1
I. Harold Roberts AP
$3 $26 S
2. John Nigh MO
43 751 7
3, Jay Davis WK
37 514 7
4. Jack Wolf MU
35 794 11
5. Bill Ross WK
33 441 3
6. Billy Hess MU
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7. Chuck Field AP
15 265 1
II. Jim Vortwes WK
76 239 7
P. Dennis Crowley MO
15 443 5
15. Rick Fisher MU
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floor while Sammy Todd (50) and John
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last

.o going into the final stanza.
The Lakers dumped in 28
ixxints in the fourth quarter

Celtics Edge
Suns,O'time

Soon! lit

AY *
turday

of

Cincinnati in scoring with 25 big points
Royals here tonight against the and Charles Rushing added 18
Los Angeles Lakers.
for Calloway. High scorer for
Bob Cousy rookie coach of the Flash was Larry Knott with
the Cincinnati Royals isn't 19.
exactly a playing rookie, but The Lakers took the opening
the former Boston Celtics star :ipcff and Cleaver quickly put
hasn't played for six years.
the ball in on a Layup for the
The Royals and Cousy were firm two points of the game.
given the go-ahead Tuesday John Powell sank a jump shot
after more than two months of for Lone Oak to tie up the
negotiations with the Boston • e and the rest of the quarter was a see-saw battle with
Celtics.
Although Cossy retired after Lone Oak coming out on top
the 1962-63 season after 13 at the buzz-er, 11-10.
campaigns with the Celtics, The Lakers found their mark
Boston still maintained his in the second frame and moved
to a six-point lead, 31-25, at
playing rights.
When Cousy expressed the halftime.
Flash could not
desire to make a comtack, the The Purple
catch
the fast-moving Lakers
Celtics refused on the grounds
in the second half as Calloway
that they wanted a player in
poured an the steam and raised

of the Purple Flash are battling for this rebound

VER"

half

playing debut for the

/DENNIS
HOPPER

Is
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Cousy Makes Calloway Dominates Last
Debut With Half For 71-55 Victory
Royals Tonite
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KERS WIN HOME OPENER

row Wilson said,
e, not a balance
a community of
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nized common
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LEDGER

the

remaining in the extra session
broke a seven-game Boston
losing skein.
The

other

overtime

bug

hit

elation

games.
into

an

Baltimorewasextra

or
aine Dakota State, unbeaten
in - nine games'
and

its

season

two cciliPleiei. received
20 today
first
,place votes and 305 points

National Basketball As
sso-

forced

.

in balloting
United

by the 35-member
Press

International

session,

Board of Coaches. The figure
before beating San Diego, 142was a merest six points more
138, and Los Angeles was than Montana (10-0), which
extended in defeating Detroit, received 12 first place votes
125,114, la other games New
ied. 299 point.e. The two teams
York thumped Cincinnati, 112- are scheduled to meet Dec. 13
94, Chicago downed Philadelin the Camellia Bowl at
phia, 127-119, and San Francisco
Sacramento, Calif.
stopped Milwaukee, 127-110,
Colorado State College, which
John
Havlicek
scored
41 also finished with a perfect 9-0 Darrell Cleaver (32) is shown here driving around Lone Oak's
points as Boston tied Phoenix mark; was a distant third with Henry Arnold In second quarter action at Calloway County High
107-all in regulation time and 196 points, followed by Akron, School last night.
won in overtime on his three- Arkansas State, New Mexico
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end.
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Olympic hero Spencer Haywood deserves another Gold
Medal for effort.
Haywood, who
the United
States to the basketball championship at Mexico City last
4. x-Akron (9-1)
179
year,
has
had a
mixed
5. Arkansas St. (7-1-1)
151
introduction to the pro ranks,
11. Alcorn A&M (7-0-1)
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Three minutes in the Montreal Forum can sometimes
feel like three hours if you're
on the opposite team.
The Montreal Canadiens long
the kingpins of the National
Hockey League, have been
known to destroy opposing teams in less time than it takes
to hard boil an egg once they
obtain the enthusiasm generated by their wild fans.
Their American Hockey
League --teiderptErtIi- -tibt----Motre--treal Voyageurs-aren't so bad
at that kind of thing either. The
-Voyageurs- needed one--secondless than three minutes Tuesday night to Satire three goals
and turn what looked to be a
loss into an 8-6 triumph over
the Cleveland Barons.
The
victory enabled the
Voyageurs to take over sole
possession of first place in the
Eastern Division as second
place
Springfield, lost to
Quebec, 6-0, in the only other
game scheduled.
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Livestock Producers
BETTER HOG PRICES
COME TO MURRAY

Gulf Viking Winter Tire
YOU GET TRACTION
WITH THIS EXCLUSIVE
TREAD DESIGN
to
to

help keep you roving or
stop

quicker

on

snow,

slush, ice or wet roads the
safe

Viking

runs quiet on

dry pavement. Change over
today!

AVAILABLE

AT THE

FOLLOWING
DEALERS

MurReelfoot Packing Co., in conjunction with the
prices
ray Livestock Co., are offering improved
through the Merit System of buying hogs.

A REELFOOT REPRESENTATIVE WILL BE IN
MURRAY ON MONDAYS, WEDNESDAYS AND
FRIDAYS TO ASSIST THE LOCAL BUYERS
The buying power of Reelfoot and the facilities of
Murray Livestock Co. will give the livestock industry of this area a strong boost. We need your
business and support and invite you to call 7535334 for top hog quotations

Prices Paid Today for Top Hogs
No. 1
No. 2
Grading No.3
'25.25 '25.50 '26.00

LOVETT BROS.
, 4th & Elm
WILSON & HOLSAPPLE
Hazel
TROTTERS

641 South
CAIN & TAYLOR
6th 84 Main
LASSITER-McKINNEY
9th & Sycamore
CLIFFORDS
Five Points
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Paris Road Club
Meets At Home Of
Mrs. J. T. Taylor
The Paris Road Homemakers
met in the home of Mrs. John
Tom Taylor on Monday, November 10, at one o'clock in the
afternoon.
Fifteen members answered
the roll call with "What I Am
Most Thankful For". The devotion was given by Mrs. Dewey
Grogan. The president who has
been ill was present to preside
at the meeting. Mrs. Ina Nesbitt read the minutes and gave
:he treasurer's report.
Mrs. Eva Curd was honored
an her 81st birthday with it
beautifully decorated birthday
cake and small gifts from the
club during the recreational period.
The lesson on "Color, Pattern,
Interesting
Make
Texture
Rooms" was presented by Mrs.
Johnny Roach and Mrs. Eldridge Gee.
The leaders said for a complete, well coordinated home
begin with a plan and always
take your swatches along to
match and work out the right
furniture, rugs, drapes, etc. A
color can help or ruin an otherwise inviting home. They said
success of your family begins
with the state of mind in a complete "hometry" sitting in different chairs in your home to
see what visitors see through
doorways as to whether it is
pleasing or hit or miss plann
ing.
Other members present were
Mrs. Lucille Hart, Mrs. Mavis
Gibbs, Mrs. Myrtle Madrey, and
Miss Reble Steeley. Mrs. Woodrow White was welcomed as a
new member
Visitors were Mrs. Audry
Cannon, Mrs. Ola McIntosh, and
Mrs. Alice Steeley.
The next meeting will b e
held at the home of Mrs. Johnny B. Roach on the Hazel Highway This will be. the annual
Christmas poth4_ dinner and
-----gift exchange. -—
--AL-W-4e-

&

TIMES

—

WEDNESDAY -- NOVEMBER iv

MURRAY. KENTUCKY
•11V. • •••••

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

del

1:Deox
406
Husband puts sex
on a time schedule

I

Ritualistic Dinner Meeting Is Held By
Grove 126 And Tau Phi Lambda Sorority
Grove 128 and Omicron Alpha Chapter, Tau Phi Lambda
Sorority, Woodmen of the
World, held a combined ritualistic dinner meeting on Thursday, November 13, at six-thirty
o'clock in the evening at the
Woman's Club House with Goldia Curd presiding.
Loretta Jobs introduced the
sorority members to the Grove
before the initiation of the sor
ority pledges began. While Jean
Richerson and Beverly Young
prepared the hall as a temple
of light for the candlelight
ceremony, the Grove members
wrapped gifts for Christmas for
patients at Western State Hospital. Carolyn Fletcher will deliver the gifts to the patients
Libby Inman and Mrs. Jobs
were co-chairmen of the ser
vice project.

VovAtrow40
...O.. ...MM..

Hall-McDaniel Engagement
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surer, Katie Overcast; trustees,
Odelle Vance, Sally Lawrence.
Lela Shackelford; escort, Ruth
Blackwood; watchman, Gladys
Hale; sentry, Lavoie Wyatt; mu
sicken, Kathleen Patterson; cap,
Satin, Robbie Paschall; chaplain,
Genora Hamlett; team members, Laurene Stiles, B Melugin,
Celia Crawford Birdie Parker,
Jessie Cole, Lurelle Sledd, and
Calista Clanton.

The installation of officers
will be held on January 9, 1970.
at 6:30 p.m. at the Woman's
Club House.
Cards were sent to the sick
members, Kathleen PatterssrLois ,Waterfield, and Carrie
DEAR ABBY: If you can't answer this, please don't tell
Keel.
me to talk to my minister or doctor because I couldn't face
The sorority will have
•fhanksgiving dinner on Nov
them with this problem.
ember 24, at seven p.m. at the
Putting it bluntly, ever since we have been married [it's
Holiday Inn. A door prize from
•••
going on 9 years] my husband will have relations with me
the
International Gift Shop will
The
J.
N.
Williams
of
chapter
only on Saturday night. If I am in the mood on Monday, I can
Glenda Smith, president
be presented.
of the UDC will meet at the
just forget it. Also, if I am dead tired or not in the mood on
the chapter, gave the society's
Hazel Broach was welcomed
home of Mrs. W. Z. Carter with
obligation to the pledges a s
Saturday, that doesn't make any difference to him.
back to the Grove from a perMiss Cappie Beale, Mrs. Henry
the
presented
Young
Beverly
Outside of this one fault, he is a good husband and a betiod of absence.
Elliott, and Miss Mary Williams
Seekers of the Light. Annie
ter than average father to our four children, so maybe I
Attending the Grove-Sorority
as cohostess.
Farris, serving as godLaura
•••
dinner were Gussie Geurin,
shouldn't complain. But I want to know if this is normal in
oess of love, laughter, and mar- Shirley
Morton, Hazel Broach,
a man, or is there something wrong with him?
The Wadesboro Homemakers
riage, placed rose and myrtle
Ruth
Lassiter,
Martha Carter,
Club
will
meet
at
the
home
SATURDAY NIGHT WIFE
of
upon the four pledges' heads. Birdie Parker,
Genora Hamlett,
Mrs. Augusta Conner at one
Richerson, performing
Jean
DEAR WIFE: One of the things that is "wrong" with
Jessie Houston Roane, Goldia
p.m.
Hestia's part, presented t h e
•••
Curd, Ruth Blackwood, Katie
your husband is his bull-headedness. Also, if he puts marital
Jeainitiate.
torch pins to each
Overcast,
Carman
Horton,
relations un a time schedule, he doesn't know the first thing
The Pottertown Homemakers
nie Lamb, goddess of wisdom, Gladys Hale,
Mary Louise BakClub
will
meet
about how to please a woman—or himself for that matter.
at the Holiday
gave the secrets of the temple.
er, Calista Clan-ton, Jeanie
Inn at ten am.
And if he isn't willing to learn, shame on him. My
All participants were dressed
• ••
Lamb, Robbie Paschall, Carolyn
trimmrobe
character
condolences.
in a white
Fletcher, Glenda Smith, Jean
The executive board of the
ed with gold in a Grecian deRicherson, Libby Inman, Annie
Kirksey PTA will meet at the
sign.
DEAR ABBY: I own and operate a small but up-to-date
Laura Farris, Jackie Thompson
Lome of Mrs. Bill Crick at 1:30
New members initiated were
neighborhood grocery store and here is my problem. We
Helen Spann, Odelle Vence, and
p.m.
Helen Spann, Carolyn Fletchet,
•••
Loretta Jobs.
deliver, but there is one customer who comes into the store
Shirley Morton, and Jackie
Libby Inman was given best
at least twice a day to buy one or maybe two items. Then she
The Murray Alumni chapter
Thompson.
wishes as she leaves Murray to
of Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority
helps herself to the largest shopping bag we have. These
Helen Spann is secretary to
move to Atlanta, Ga. She is prewill meet at the home of Mrs.
bags cost ME 5 cents each.
the county attorney. She resently intstructor at the New
Richard Knight, South 9th
sides on Minerva Drive with
The delivery boy tells me that this lady has more
Hope Day Care Center.
Miss Deborah Kay Hall
Street Extended, at seven p.m
her husband, Dale, and five
shopping bags in her house than we have in our store.
la • • •
•••
Dale
is
Rickie_
son,
old
months
This isn't going to make or break me, but it is very
Mrs. Ottie S. Hall of Franklin announces the engagement
The Elm
Grove
Baptist
employed by the City of Murirritating. Is there some way I can put a stop to this without
Church Woman's Missionary of her daughter, Deborah Kay, to Robert W. McDaniel, son of ray as a patrolman.
appearing petty?
NEW JERSEY GROCER
Cociety will have a mission stu. Mr. and Mrs. James C. McDaniel of Murray.
Carolyn Fletcher is presently
Miss Hall is a 1969 graduate of Franklin-Simpson High
at the church at seven p.m
a licensed practical nurse stu—DEAR GROCER: No. But since L.wAJl neither make
W. A. Farmer will be pro-- School and i5 attendingWestern Kentucky University, Bowling dent and has accepted a posit'
Wei:I.I 11.0v4ig..rM to Charge 4.40I tat Use_e•st of do
Green.
.
.
beam._
ion with the Murray-CallowaiiAn &er is far mere Witating aid
Mr. McDaniel is graduate of Murray University High School County Hospital. She is a for.
hdlaitely mere expensive.
and is a senior.at Western Kentucky University where he is ma mer resident,of Beaten Harbor,
Miss
joring in business administration. He
a member of Alpha Tau
Thursday, November 20
The home of Mrs. Milford
The C•11oway County High Omega fraternity.
DEAR ABBY: I have a husband who saves, collects, and
Shirley Morton, a recent re- Orr was the scene of the meetJanuary
wedding
A
is
planned.
School Band Boosters Club will
sident of Memphis, Tenn., re- ing of the South Pleasant Grove
stores all kinds of things—large and small. Where does be
meet at the high school at 7:3C
sides on Sunset with her hus- Homemakers Club held on Monstore them? Right in the living room, bedroom, and
p.m.
band, Rev. Fred Morton, and aay, November 10.
Another delightful courtesy
hallways. We literally live in a warehouse.
• ••
children, Greg and Dana. "Efficiency of Housekeeping"
two
extended to Miss Rita Ryan,
Everywhere you look, things are packed and piled in
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Ross re
The Zeta Department of the
Rev. Morton is at the UCM on was the subject of the lesson
bride-elect of Ed Dykstra, was
boxes. You wonder if we just moved in and haven't unpacked
Murray Woman's Club will have turned home Sunday from St
campus at Murray State.
given by Mrs. Dennis Boyd.
the miscellaneous shower held
yet, or we are moving out.
a breakfast at the Holiday Inn Louis, Mo., where they visite(
Jackie Thompson, formerly
Mrs. Kent Simpson gave the
on Saturday, November 15, at
his
brother,
If!
J.
at
B.
put
up
Ross
a
shelf
seven
for
my
a.m.
Hostesses
ark
will he
things, right away HE loads it
frJm Alabama, resides in Hazel. devotion and Mrs. Ellis Pasthree o'clock in the afternoon
family.
Mrs.
Mrs. Alvin L'srey opened tier She is presently secretary to :hall led in prayer.
J. B. Ross remaint
Mesdames Cecil Farris, Samuel
down with his. I once moved some of his boxes down in the
at the home of Miss Melissa TreDodson, Jr., T. M. Downing, W. gravely ill in a hospital in St home on the Penny Road for Buford Hurt, state manager, The landscape notes were
basement with the help oglis friend and the roof came off.
vathan on South Eighth Street
Louis.
C. Elkins, and Stark Erwin.
the meeting of the Westside4 Woodmen of the World. She given by Mrs. Autry McReyThat can-1 Owes Alvin beemilie there's no more room down
Extended.
•••
•• •
Homemakers; Club held on has a fourteen months old son. nolds. The recreation and songs
b
The charming hostesses for
there
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Work. Thursday, November 13, at
The Kirksey Baptist Church
The Grove made a contribut were directed by Mrs. Elli
the occasion were Misses TreI think it's like a disease with him. No woman can cure
WMS will have a mission study man have been visiting their twelve-thirty o'clock in the af ion to the Crippled Children s Paschall.
vathan, Rita Hurd, Lynda Allhim either. I am his third wife. Now I know why the others
at the church at seven pm. daughter, Mrs. James V. Ed- ternoon.
telethon and presented the
britten, and Barbara Brown.
Refreshments were served f
left him.
with Rev. David Brasher teach. wards, Mr. Edwards, and chilcheck to Odelle Vance, Grove seven members and one visitor,
For the ocsasion the honoree
The
major
lesson
on
"House,
and
There
covered
the
to
sit.
is
couch
no
He
place
all
ing
has
the
Jeanna,
et
Jeffrey
book.
inThe public is
drerl•
member.
Mrs. Nina Craig.
chose to wear from her trouskeeping Management" was preSedalia, Mo.
vited.
with stuff, and same for the dining room chairs. He could
A Christmas dinner party for
seau a navy blue and white
The next meeting will be
•••
•
•
•
sented
by
Mrs.
Mary
Lou Roblive his whole life sitting on a kitchen chair.
December 11 at 6:30 p.m. at held on Monday, December 8.
tweed suit and was presented a
ertson and Mrs. Jeanne Falwell.
Delta
Omega
Chapter.
Kappa
the Woman's Club House was at 10:30 a.m, at the home of
He has an oil drum in the living room and a drill press in
corsage fashioned of useful kitMrs. Usrey gave the devotion
Delta Pi will meet in Room
planned by the Grove. Serving Mrs. Ellis Paschall.
chen utensils.
the bedroom. Don't ask me why he's saving them.
and
said
"we
each
strength
need
154, Education Building at 6.30
•• •
on the entertainment committee
Refreshments of spiced tea
As it is, I practically live in the car and try to get my
from
daily
devotions
with
God". were Hazel Broach, Ruth Blackp.m.
and homemade cookies were
work done in this warehouse.
Mrs. Edna Bogard read the min•••
wood, and Martha Carter. Haserved from the beautifully aputes and Mrs. Jane Garland gave
If there is another wife who has solved this problem
Temple Hill Chapter No, 511
zel Tutt and Robbie Paschall
pointed table overlaid with a
Save money on celery by
outside of divorce, I wish she would write in. Thank you, too,
Order of the Eastern Star will
are responsible for the decorspaced brown cloth and centerJsing
ever', hit of a bunch: the
meet
yours,
at
Very
listening.
the
Masonic
truly
Hall
at
7.30
Abby,
for
The
ations.
Arra
Dunn
Circle of the the treasurer's report.
ed with an arrangement of or
p.m.
GOING CRAZY
Ruth Lassiter presented the eaves and tops, to flavor stock
Women's Society of Christian
*lige berries.
Plans
were
made
for
the
•••
• ••
Service of the Hazel United Me- Christmas luncheon and party slate of officers for 1970 which for gravy made from neck, wini
DEAR GOING. You don't say how long you have lived
The Home Department of the thodist Church met at the home on Thursday,
December 11, at was accepted by the Grove as tips and giblets; the outer stalks
Murray Woman's Club will have of Mrs. D. N. White on Tues- 10:30 a.m. at the home
with this pack rat, but from your letter I would say your
Metal strips fastened on the
chopped, to flavor dressing an
of Mrs. follows:
an open meeting at the club day, November 11, at two o'- Gracie Erwin. A potluck lunsquirrelly husband is about to strike out for the third time.
wall with adjustable brackets
President, Goldia Curd; vice- waldorf salad; and the heart an(
two
house
p.m.
at
Hostesses
clock in the afternoon.
makes shelving more flexible. In
cheon will be served. Secret president, Loretta Jobs; second inner stalks, for the relish tray
are Mesdames Nix Crawford,
a long, narrow room, shelves on
CONFIDENTIAL TO M. P. It's a great deal easier to
Mrs. Lois Smotherman, chair pals will exchange Christmas vice-president, Edna Darnell;
Goldia Curd, E. W. Riley, Maythe shorter wall can help to
gifts.
secretary, Ruth Lassiter; treaforgive an enemy after you get even with him.
man,
opened the meeting. Each
nard
J
A.
Ragsdale,
Outland,
improve the proportions of the
Delightful refreshments were
one read a poem on ThanksgivRay
Buckingham,
and
F.
room.
served by the hostess, Mrs. UsWhat's your problem! You'll feel better if you get it off
ing.
Crouch.
* * •
rey, to Mesdames Jane Garland,
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box MOO, Los Angeles, Cal.
•••
The devotion was given by
Refinishing a piece of
Rheanetta - Coleman, Estelle
MM. For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
The Business and Profession- Mrs. D. N. White on the article, Lawrence, Gracie Erwin, Edna
furniture? The National Paint,
esvelope.
"Signs of the Grateful Heart",
Women's
Club
al
will
meet
Bogard, Mary Lou Gibbs, Mary
Varnish and Lacquer Association
1411 Olive Blvd.
the Woman's Club House at 6:30 takip from The Upper Room Lou
suggests that you remove as
Robertson, and Glenda
— FREE PICKUP and DELIVERY —
Delicious refreshments were
p.m
Hate
to
write
letters?
Send
Si
to
Abby.
Box
1970,
Los
Anderson.
much hardware as possible from
Truly Fine Cleaning
S 'S
Phone 7534552
served by the hostess.
Angeles, Cal. NM, for Abby's booklet. "How to Write Letthe piece before you begin. If
•••
Chapter
M
of
the
P.
E.
0.
ters for All Occasions."
you mount drawer pulls, knobs
Sisterhood will have a luncheon
and other decorative pieces on
at the home of Mrs. Hugh Oak
cardboard, you can quickly and
ley at 12 noon.
When shopping in the yard
easily spray paint or enamel
• .0 •
goods department, ask about the
them.
Friday, November 21
launderability of a fabric before
The Magazine Club will meet
Mrs. C. C. Lowry, past presi- of the World Community Day at the home of Mrs. E. S Fer- buying.
* * *
dent of the Kentucky Federa- observance at First United Me guson at 2:30 p m. Members
Ask the baby sitter to come
tion of Women's Clubs, speaker thodist Church, sponsored by rote change in date.
•••
for the World Community Day the eight local member chur
half an hour before you're ready
1r
Observance, on the theme, ches of Church Women United
A foreign mission book stud to leave. Allow time to explain
Matoon, Illinois
Mrs. C,orbit Farless is presi- on "Sons of Ishmael: How
and
"Christians in International De
Shall what you'd like her to do
/I
. . . will hold a one-day Wig Sale, Saturday, November 22, at the Holiday Inn, Murray,
velopment", called attention to dent of the local council. The They Hear" will be taught by give her a chance to ask
•s
Ky., 10:00 a.m. till 6:00 p.m. in the Studio Room. Cathy and Don Farmer, Matoon,
the state of imbalance in the chairman for World Commur• Mrs. James Bean at the Salem questions. •
*
Wig Specialists, will be on hand all day.
*
*
world, as revealed in statements ity Day was Mrs. J. B. Wilson Baptist Church
near Lynn
I.
of world leaders in church, gov Serving on the committee with Grove at six p m
Due to our success this past summer in Murray, we have decided to return for a pre
• • •
ernment and economic fields her were the following: MesArrange furniture around a
holiday sale on our wigs. wiglets and falls.
She pointed out that this im dames W. C. Duncan, Arlo
Open house for all interested focal point or center of interest,
balance means that the world Sprunger, Hasten Wright, Ver. Mary K cosmetic customers such as a fireplace or window.
is on the threshold of the great- non Campbell, Thomas Jones, will be held at the home of Try to keep the furniture and
Prices will include:
The
est famine in history as the Jules Harcourt, and Birdie L Mrs. Linda Crouch, 1512 Kirk- the room balanced. The larger
2-0Z. WIGLETS
Regularly $19.95 NOW $10 50
population bomb keeps ticking. Rowlett.
wood Drive from ten a m. to ten furniture should occupy the
POP UP WIGLETS
Regularly $35.00 NOW $25.00
Other special highlights of p.m. Hostesses are Mrs Crouch
She alluded to the ever-widenlonger wall spaces. In smaller
NEW DEMI WIG
ing gap between the hungry the observance this year were Mrs. Sarah King, and Mrs. Irene
Regularly $49.95 NOW $39.95
rooms, a spacious effect can be
the covered dish supper and Young.
countries
and
the
opulent
counhostess can help you
—
WIGS
—
achieved by leaving most of the
tries because of the greater the display and sale of handiS e.
over the anxiety of getALL NEW % HAND TIED WIGS
Regularly $79.95 NOW $59.95
birth rate, illiteracy and primi- craft items from Sales Ex
A bake sale will be held in ! floor space open.
ting acquainted in new
ALL NEW AQUARIUS WIGS, Pre Cut Tapered Neckline Regularly $59.95 NOW $39.95
tive agricultural methods in the change for Refugee Rehabilita- front of Tripp's Grocery,
Lynn
surroundings and make
HAND TIED DELUXE STRETCH WIG
tion Vocations, with all funds Grove, starting at
hungry countries.
Regularly $150 - NOW $105.00
three p m. E. P. King as hostesses.
you feel at "Home
SEMI HAND TIED STRETCH WIG
It will not be enough to help going into this handicraft min sponsored by the Lynn
•
•
•
Regularly $69.95 NOW $39.95
Grove
Sweet Home," again.
developing nations to increase istry.
DYNELS, CURLY OR STRAIGHT STRETCH CAP
Homemakers Club.
Regularly $39.95 NOW $25.00
The Women's Group of St.
• ••
their food production unless
•• •
She will bring gifts and
John's Episcopal Church will
FALLS
birth rates are brought into a
—
Pack a first aid mini it \Alien
vital information from
Saturday, Novombor 22
sponsor a holiday bazaar at the
PETITE FALLS
proper balance with death preparing for a winter vii.ekend.
Regularly $79.95 NOW $59.95
your neighborhood busiA bake sale will be held in home of Mrs. Jules Harcourt,
ALL NEW PAGE BOY FALL
rates. What is needed, in addit- Put in bandages, tape and other front of Tripp's
Regularly $79.95 NOW $59.95
ness and civic leaders.
Grocery, Lynn 1710 Magnolia Drive, Keene
ion to education and improve- first aid basics - including Grove, starting at
LONG CASCADE FALL
nine a.m., land Subdivision, from ten a.m
Regularly $89.95 NOW $69.91
Call
ment of agricultural methods, is antiseptic first aid cream to sponsored by the Lynn
MANY STYLES TO CHOOSE FROM. .
c•rese to three p.m. Many lovely hand
el:ssemination of knowledge of avoid chapped and cracked skin Homemakers Club.
Phone 753-23711
Come see our display and all pri&f include, free styling!
will be on sale. The
items
am&
birth control methods and
•••
* * *
tiLL2
STYLING ON YOUR PRESENT WIGS WELCOMED
attend.
to
invited
public is
simple, safe and cheap contraSo.
The Alpha Department of the
Ilse all stain removers
ceptives There will be 300.000,- according
COME REGISTER FOR DRAWING FOR FREE SEMI HAND
The Most
to package directions. Murray Woman's Club will have
TIED
The Hi-Y Chib of Murray
000
mouths to feed in the Some are
STRETCH WIG, NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
Famous Basket
its noon luncheon at the club
a
sponsor
flammable,
will
some
are
Scliobl
High
world four years from now. —
In the Worlds
house with Miss Jewel Deene
slave day from nine a.m. to
We will look for our regular customers and will look forward
most of them hungry, she said poisonous, and some can be Ellis. Miss Ann Carr,
to seeing new faces.
Miss five p.m. Phone 753-4305 fodestructive
to
the
fiber.
Observe
.
_
Mrs
Ileary's
talk
.
was
a
lairme.e,es the -son et_iteverenti W-,--4,-Fornver
pail
Brown:
and
anc.es
Mrs.
111111111M1111111E111E1111111M1111111/0
Rolf ippehameittit.
all cautions for use and storage.

By Abigail Van Buren

Wednesday, November 19
The wymen of the Oaks Cou
try Mb will have its bridg
session at 9:30 a.m. with Maria
Weaver 753-8591 as hostess.
•• •
The mothers of St. Leo's Cooperative Nursery School will
meet in .Room One ofthe Student Union Building at 7:30

WE

Mrs. Milford Orr
Ho4tess For Meet
Homemakers Club

•

Rita Ryan
Complimented With
Bridal Shower

PERSONALS

Mrs. Alvin Usrey
Opens Home For
Westside Meeting

Arra Dunn Circle
Has Regular Meet

College Cleaners

Mrs. C. C.Lowry Speaker At Meeting Of
World Community Day Observance

•

IETS
vir?AlE

THE HAIR SHANTY

HOME
tSWEET HOME
AGAIN

25% OFF ALL REGULAR PRICES

aifont.

Linda Adams

•
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irelle Sledd, and

Save Your Food Giant Cash
Register Tapes And Get
1% Cash Refund For Your
Favorite Church Or Charity.

WE NEVER CLOSE

ation of officers
n January 9, 1970
at the Woman's
sent to the tick
thleen Patterso--d, and Carrie

FOR YOUR SHOPPING CONVENIENCE
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seven p.m. at the
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ial Gift Shop will
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WITH ADDITIONAL PURCHASE
U.S.D.A. GRADE A
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saves Murray to
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or at the Nev.
Center.

U.S.D.A. CHOICE
BUTTERNUT
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'or Meet
'wrs Club

if Mrs. Milford
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f Housekeeping"
t of the lesson
Dennis Boyd.
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pe notes were
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hall.
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from neck, win'
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the relish tray

BROWN N SERVE

STEAK
SWISS
CiuslitACHOICE
Fri Steak
SMOKED PICNIC'S
iifiN

89CU.

LBFUY

-

88t
49C
69t
LB 68t
CANS $1

LB

1/4 PORK LOIN
4
COCKTAIL
FRUIT
DOUBLE LUCK
$1
iI
39t
COLD WHIP
10t
IHETTI
'AR
L,B y s
TOMATO SAUCE 80Z.CAN1OC
ICE MILK
39MORTN
5 FOR$1
POT PIES
48C
siFREtiTilitIGE WHIP
DE ER WOOD

HOSTESS

n, Murray,
atoon, Ill.,
for a pre-

VANITY

40W $10.50
40W $25.00
40W $39.95

40W $59.95
40W $39.95
OW S105.00
40W $39.95
40W $25.00

40W $59.95
40W $59.95
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Congressional Boxseore
Nouse Lin.-up

Fitst Session

•

116

3

37

43

0

Statistics compiled by the Department of Natural Resources,
Division of Soil and Water Conservation, indicate an increase
In the number of Master Conservatinntst Certificates over last
year.
Ninety-five of these certificates were presented to individuals
of the Commonwealth who have
met the qualifications established by Kentucky's Soil Conservation Committee.
These certificates, signed by
Gov. Louie B. Nunn, are made
in recognition of the proper use
of conservation practices and increased productivity on farms
throughout the state.
In order to qualify, a score
of 90 per cent of the necesry
requirements for soil stewardship must be put into effect on
the farm. An inspection team,
consisting of a member of the
local Board of Supervisors of
the Soil & Water Conservation
District, and a representative
of the U. S. Soil Conservation
Service follows.
Should the individual's farm
receive the necessary endorsement of both agencies, a request
is submitted to the Frankfort
office for consideration. As a
result of these inspections and
the increased interest in soil
conservation, the number has
jumped from 64 to 95 for this

..
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THIS TOPOGRAPHICAL CLOSEUP of the Apollo 12 landing site
on the Moon runs 320 by 260 miles, and the actual target
site is 20 by 45 miles. The ,
ircle is six miles in diameter,

100

•4 1
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with Surveyor 3 a bit more than 1,100. feet distant. Era
Mauro is a crater and one of the descent guides. Other
similarly named and smaller craters also are descent guides.
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Along with the Master Conservationist Certificate, a plaque is presented to the recipient.
Governor Nunn's interest in
sound conservation exercises for
the.state are paying-off. Farmers
_are becoming increasingly aware
of the benefits they will reap
from improved conservationpractices.
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-- SENSATIONAL SPECIAL PURCHASE
FROM FAMOUS NAME ELLS!!
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BONDED
WOOLENS & ACRYLICS
54

eiln•-••11%

New
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O2,634

Britaii
mines in

A tremendous mill purchase of Brand New
Spring 1970 Pastel Bonded Woolens
and Acrylics in a large selection of solids,
plaids and checks. Compare these
anywhere at two and three times this low, low
price! You who sew know our
past record for thrilling fabric buys, but
this one out-values them all!!
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Backdoor ships

* * *

w

such

REGULAR $3.99 to
$6.99 YD. BRAND
NEW PASTEL

MANILA (UPI)-The government-run Development Bank of
the Philippines has approved an
agricultural lending program to
help farmers install irrigation
facilities throughout the country.
The program involves an initial outlay of 30 million pesos
($7.5 million) and is expected
to cover 52 Philippine provinces.
* *

NEW YORK (UPI)-Stern
ramp loading is the latest innovation in trans-Atlantic cargo
ships. Straight-sterned Atlantic
Container Line ships have a large
rear section that drops down in
port to form a drive-on loading
ramp. 14 heeled cargo like cars
tractors, earth movers, steam
shovels and buses are simply
driven aboard through the rear
section into the ship's cargo area
and parked below deck.
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Paper avalanche

NEW YORK (UPI) - A survey by BEMA, the Business
Equipment Manufacturers Association, reports that the Federal
Government files 25 billion
pieces of paper each yearenough documents, memos and
proceedings to provide every person in • the wocid with 200 pieces
Of paper every year.
** *
Philippine program
aids agriculture
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Food Stamp Authorization
Food Stamp Reform
Foreign Aid
Organized Crime Control
Bank Holding Companies
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CORNELL TRUSTEE--Ezra Cornell, great-great-great grandson of the Ezra Cornell who
founded Cornell University
104 years ago, is automatically a member of the university's Board of Trustees
as of Nov. 17, his 21st birthday. A senior, he is shown
going from class to class in
Ithaca. N.Y. The Cornell
charter places him on the
board as .the oldest lineal
male descendent of the
founder - the first student
trustee in Cornell's history.

NEW DELHI (UPI)-Eightytwo per cent of India's rural pop* * *
ulation spends less than one
rupee (13.3 cents) a day, accordHarvard Universih I 3 bran
ing to statistics compiled by the has 7,600,357 volumes.
National Sample survey for the
***
year 1964. Of a total popuNew York and _Louisiana are
lation of 465 million,
363
million persons were spending the only states that allow 18year-olds to buy alcoholic
less than one rupee a day.
beverages.
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TVA TIMBER FOR SALE
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The Tennessee Valley Authority offers for sale one
tract of standing, marked hardwood timber containing
an estimated 475,000 board feet. The timber is located in
Land Between the Lakes, Trigg County, Kentucky. approximately 5 miles north of Golden Pond.
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Every yard, every bolt, is guaranteed first
quality, 54- to 60- wide, full bolts. Choose
from over 100 bolts in all the new Spring
1970 weaves and fashion colors!
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Sealed bids will be received by the Forest Management Section. Land Between the Lakes, Tennessee Valley
Authority. Golden Pond, Kentucky. until 10 a.m.. Central
Standard Time, December 2. 1969.
Parties interested in inspecting the aforementioned
timber should contact the above office. Office hours are
7 00 a.m. to 3.45 prit. Monday through Friday. Bid
forms and detailed information may be obtained from the
forester in charge. Land Between the Lakes, Golden
Pond. Kentucky. telephone number 924 5602.
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Post Office
;Envelopes
Frowned On
'Om nation's independent business proprietors, who are outspoken against government corn
petition with free enterprise,
are not so enthusiastic about
stopping the Post Office from
discounting printed envelopes.
It sells envelopes with imprinted return address, pre
!tamped, at a price less thln
the cost of private printing and
tamps.
(I) Representative William J.
Eicherle of Iowa has legislation
before Congress to prohibit any
printing (return address, or request for return to sender) on
envelopes sold by post offices.
A poll by the National Federation of Independent Business
finds exactly half the respond
ents in favor of this, 40 per
cent against it, and 10 percent
undecided.
While, nationally, the margin
was 5-4 to stop the practice,
apparently the convenience of
the service, including the prestamping, had much to do with
the lack of a majority.
Post Office printing of envelopes in lots of 500 is about
$11 cheaper than private printing. Although the government's
cost figures are not available,
it is likely that taxpayers subsidize this service, at least in
part.
Millions of such small losses
contribute to the Post Office
deficit which is currently running about Pi billion dollars a
year, despite general postal
rate increases last year and a
few more this year. Resentment
bver this may account for many
of the businessmen's votes fa%
oring Representative Scherle'a
bill.
Many private printers view
this as cutthroat competition.
Some 15 years ago, the Hoover
Commission, blueprinting_
erW economy, enumerated 9811
such areas of competition.
There are doubtless many more
toCkty.'
Reducing this competition on
n, item-by-item basis apparently has little appeal to the businessmen, who would rather
see really significant trimming
of competitive government services which are factors in the
national budget of almost $200
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY

NO GIMMICKS!
NO GIYE-AWAYS!

Quality

JUST DOWN-TO-EARN LOW PRICES!

You Can't Beat The

Price

/

We have for you
Thanksgiving fixing. We have
all sizes of Turkeys, Ducks,
Geese, fresh dressed hens,
Oysters for that delicious
stuffing

US INSPECTED GRADE "A"
BRAND BREASTED YOUNG TOM

Brands you know! Brands
you trust' These are the
traditional turkeys we
stocked for you, all beautifully
dressed for your Thanksgiving.
licious company al your
Enjoy their deThanksgivina Feast.

TURKEY

16 to 24 lb.

lb.

WITH ORDER

Field Country Style Pork

111

Field Finest SLICED

1 RS BACON
SAUSAGE WIENE
6....90.
49
12 oz.

pkg.

1 lb.

59c

Shank Portion
Butt Portion

694 lb.
lb.
Choose a piece of chicken to suit everyone
Breast .
59c
Legs 8ri Thighs
49c
Necks & Backs
12c
Wings
29c
Gizzards & Livers
79c

a

* * *

Britain nationalized its coal
mines in 1947.
** *
Massachusetts in 1797 passed
the first public health lava authorizing local boards of health.

Cranberry Sauce 2FoR 490

Yedo, also Yeddo, is an old
name for Tokyo, Japan.

CAKE MIX
White - Yellow
and Devil Food

THANK YOU BRAND
ALLJ:EL
‘
10
"

oz o
329c
BLUE BONNET

Winner Receives

HEAVY DUTY

18" Roll

MARGARINE

$200.00

b

PRIDE OF ILL.

49'

17 oz. Can

CREAM- CORN 2F0R39

FROSTY ACRES 10 oz. Pkg.

Strawberries

FLAVOR KIST 1 lb. okg.

COCONUT CREAM COOKIES
32 oz.

IVORY LIQUID
BRUCE THOMAS

Murray Branch
HopkInsvIlle Federal
Savings 8. Loan Assn.
304 E

lin Street

We Have All
Sizes of Smoked
Country HAMS

16 oz. Can

OCEAN SPRAY

* * *

Free $100m)
CIIRISThiAS CLUB

NOVEMBER 19. 1969

If You Match The

New Mexico - is the fifth
geat state, with an area of
2,634 square miles.

REGISTER NOW!!

WEDNESDAY

59
7 a.m. to 9 p.m.
6 Days a Week

fr--srati-•
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Jamaica's Birdwoman,
Everybody Loves Her!

Pair Them With Pants Or Skirts To Creak' Gala Costumes For The Holiday
By JOAN O'SULLIVAN
ONCE UPON a long time ago, a
blouse N'as a trim shirtwaist well suited
to tailored togs. Now', thanks to designers such as Gregory, it can also be
an eye-catching topper that makes for
evening or at-home elegance when paired with pants or skirt. It's the separ-

ates story, of course, one that makes the
minimum wardrobe do maximum service.
In Gregory's gala holiday collection.,
fabrics make the fabulous difference. He
features the cool look of crepe, the loveliness of lace, the sheen and slink of
satin Arnel jersey in blouses that turn
plain pants or a simple long or short

akertVnto a great-look costume
Amakg the very best in, this exciting
collectico: a lace blouse thisk, has an
Isadora tie; a sn tunic with that new
laced-up-in-front look; a casual crepe
featuring swinging Indian fringe; a
feminine but tailored blouse that has
impertantly pleated sleeves.

.4ro
FRINGINGTHE BLOUSE gives it a tuned-in cowgirl
leek. Casual. easy and swinging in white Arnel crepe.
this blouse looks great worn with pleated satin pants.

Miss Lisa Salmon-Jamaica's bolovod birdwoman-helps a
young guest feed a doctor bird-humming bird, to you.

By RAYMOND A. LAJOIE
Central Press Association Correspondent
MONTEGO BAY, Jamaica- Gentle ground doves, wild cane
aries, grassquits and yellow birds are everywhere-- on the patio,
floor, in the bushes, perched on chairs and on the limbs of small
trees. Nearby, a white-chinned thrush breakfasts on scrambled
eggs and marmalade.
It's feeding time at the Rocklands Feeding Station, Anchovy,
just outside Montego Bay, Jamaica.
Visitors sit and watch in quiet fascination as the multitude
'of colorful birds the
are more than 100 varieties—flutter
around eating their meal almost totally unaware of their admiring
audience. Gentle tropical breezes caress the place.

From time to. time, flashbulbs pop. The. birds scatter in a
tither but immediately return
chirping and chattering away
Every morning and afternoon
though w Little yowett-bt be- they have _long since leornett

.
T HE SLEEVES- HAVE1T- this season. One of the best reasons is this pure-white Arne' crepe blouse sleeved with billowing pleats. Deliciously, feminine, yet tailored, it has a wiantettl/aethat

tilarb-M
hitat.

- rerehe-"Iturt-theIr
of cheese-1171e
white-bellied doves have a diet

humming bird
bird
buzzes
around the head of a guest. For

5

4

I, 3 Jr: •
• IA,.

Washington
Window
By RAYMOND LAHR

a

have not yet acted should reevaluate their positions with
regard to 18-year- old voting
and that each state should
decide this matter for itself,"
the GOP said "We urge the
states to act now."

Christmas
Seals Are
Early Sign

WASHINGTON
(UPI) - If
rebellious youths in 46 states
want to vote before they are
21, they can easily see that the
outlook is bleak.
They could move to Georgia
or Kentucky, where the minimum age now is 18, to Alaska,
Christmas seals, an early siga
where it is 19, or to Hawaii,
where it is 20. Elsewhere, there that Christmas is approaching,
has been no trend toward have begun showing up in mailgiving the vote to the young boxes throughout Kentucky as
despite pronouncements from the annual Christmas seal camthe major political parties and paign to fight tuberculosis, empresidents from both parties. physema and other respiratory
This reluctance was under- diseases, and air pollution, gets
scored in state elections Nov. 4, underway.
"Christmas seal contributions
when voters rejected proposals
to lower the voting age to 18 in are a matter of life and
New Jersey and to 19 in Ohio. breath", according to Dr. E. N.
In 1968 elections, Nebraska Maxwell, president of the Kenand North Dakota voted against tucky TB and Respiratory Disease Association. He noted that
cutting the voting age to 19 and
in 1968 more than 1,000 new
Hawaii against the vote for 18active cases of TB were reportyear-olds. The Tennessee eleced to the State Health Departtorate voted to delete considerment and that emphysema ranks
ation of the issue from the second
as a cause for disability
agenda for a proposed constitu- allowances in the state
tional convention.
"It is vital, Maxwell said,
Michigan voters refused to "that' tuberculosis associations
lower the minimum age to 18 in receive generous support in or1966.
der that they may continue vigIn their recent decisions, orous efforts against TB and
unrest among the young has emphysema, the latter of which
been counted a factor in the is skyrocketing at an alarming
refusal of their elders to give rate."
_
them the vote.
The campaign extends thrThe council of state govern- Jugh December 31.
ments reports that the issue
will come up in at least 10
states in 1970. Proposals to set CONRAD'S SECRET
the minimum age at 20 will be
on the ballot in Nebraska and
Maine, at 19 in Minnesota,
SPACE CENTER, Houston
Massachusetts, Montana, Ore(UPI)- If astronaut
Charles
;On and Wyoming, and at 18 in
"Pete" Conrad knows what he
Alaska, Connecticut and Hawill say when he first steps on
waii.
the moon at 6:09 a.m. EST
If approved a second time by
Wednesday, he has not told the
their legislatures, the issue will
space agency.
come before the voters of
The words are expected to
Delaware and Nevada in 1972.
The 1968 Democratic plat- become a part of history, rust
form etpressly declared sup- as Neil A. Armstrong's "That's
port for a constitutional amend- one small step for a man, one
ment to give the vote to 18- giant leap for mankind" from
year-olds in all states. The Apollo 11.
more qualified Republican platform plank said "lower age
There are about 52.000 credit
groups should be accorded the
ition•
uniims in the uorld.
right to vote."
"We believe that states whic than .41.800.000

LACE AND FEATHERS combine fur a look that
combines innocence with a touch of swagger.
The lace blouse with Isadora tie is deep plum
purple shade. Gregory pairs it with feathered
marabou mini skirt in plum and pale mauve
stripes. Blouse also in white; skirt black/white.

Teenagers
To Inherit
Heavy Debt
It looks like the nation's teenagers just can't win.
Many claim that past reek
less
governmental spending
has saddled them with a heavy
debt that will become a crushing burden to them.
But now it appears as steps
are taken to hopefully dampen
inflation, the nation's teenagers
are also bearing a heavy brunt
of these efforts in the form of
closed opportunities for jobs.
The latest data, from the continuous field survey of the National Federation of Independ
ent Business, indicates a more

than 20 percent increase in the
loss of jobs since midyear for
teenagers in independent business due to the wagelhour law
of 1966. This is based on 96.649 respondents through the
year to October 30.

THE LACED-UP LOOK appears in a tunic that's easy,
swingy, with four bows leading down to softly gathered waist. Gregory does it in a satin Arni•1 jersey.
jection showed
closed down.

500,585

they are quite tame and each
will signal when it wants a
drink.
The delighted visitor tenders
a finger and holds a small bottle of sugar-flavored water with
a hole in the cap. The fragile
little bird perches and sips the
liquid with itb long beak and
hair-like tone as if nothing
"LITTLE by little, I tame,
else in the world mattered.
Bird lovers have come here the doctor birds and taugf;
from all 50 states. Australia, In- them to perch on my finger an'
dia, South America. the Carib- drink water," she says. "Now
bean Islands as well as coun- every visitor is met by a thirsty
tries in Europe. the Far East one—it is the national bird of
and other parts of the world. Jamaica. you know--and they
It is a literal paradise for bird- do enjoy the affectionate attenlovers as the setting itself is tion they receive." How she
colored in myriad shades of lush trains them she still keeps segreens of plants, trees and cret and she will tell no one.
shrubs and wild psychedelic col- But one intuitively knows it is
done with love.
ors of flaming flowers.
• • •
One more thing; although
ALL the birds are free to come there is no conducted tour, Lisa
and go as they please. But un- Salmon-- the birdwoman everyder the loving care of Miss Lisa body loves will be glad to chat.
Salmon - a kindly, gentle worn- answer questions and perhaps
an with loving hands and heart show off some of her lovely oil they have become remarkably ; paintings. And if you're particutame and trusting. They prefer larly lucky, you'll get a chance
to stay for here ,they are safe ; to see her rather large and on- and well treated in this peacefull usual seashell and fossil collecsanctuary.
tions.

jobs agers is too high. There are untold amounts of work for teenThe decrease in teenage jobs agers but they cannot begin to
appears to be closely-tied to earn their keep in many kinds
of jobs. I would hire teenagers,
the rise in unemployment, thi.
tightness of money, and the de- especially on a part-time bas',
if there was a reduction in the
cline in sales volume.
The data now shows that 47 Supporting the statistical da- Wage/Hour Law."
A Missouri cafe owner with
percent of the independent ta compiled by the Federation
employees
says:
firms that employed teen-agers are the many volunteer com- twenty-one
"We used to hire teenagers but
prior to the passage of the ments made on the subject.
since the minimum wage law
wage-hour law either have elimA Louisiana pharmacist who
inated entirely, or reduced the climinated teenage employees went into effect we've stopped
jobs for teenagers. The average completely, comments: "The hiring them completely."
An Ohio florist who Is a s
teenage job reduction in this cmployment of teenagers needs
group now stands at 1.7, or comments. With the rules and dropped three teenage employees says: "I don't think the
more than twice the figure not- iegulations covering employed at the end of the third- ment of teenagers and the min.- minimum wage law should appquarter. Of this total, 39 per- mum wage law, it has become ly to part-time high school and
cent give the wage-hour law as unwise and costly to hire them. college student employees."
An Illinois shoe retailer makthe reason.
In the . drug store business it
es a similar observation sayingtakes a good four to six months
"Could use teenage help a t
Projecting this data over the to train a clerk to the paint of times if not for this minimum while those I would consider
employing are willing and able
total
5,100,000
independent them being an asset rather than wage law."
to learn, it takes so much ct
firms in the nation shows that a cost."
The owner of an automotive my time supervising them and
owner
supermarket
Maine
A
a total of 603,899 teenage jobs
service business in Oregon says paying for their mistakes. The
have now been legislated out of with eight employees says' "The difficulty I have
exper- law says we must pay the mut
existence. In August the pro. "The minimum wage for teen- ienced hiring teenagers
is, that imum wage. This, coupled with

PRE-CHRISIMiS SALE

of cheddar), raisins, bananas,
an - ter, parirkeersavd and cracked corn will be waiting for them, If they become. ,
sick or are injured, Lisa gives -•
them specially prepared foods.
It was in 1952 that Lisa Salmon, who always dearly loved
birds, started her own sanctuary
for them. It wasn't long before .
both the birds and bird-watch- ;
ets started coming in.

the above, makes it very un •.
profitable to hire unless the •:
employer is affluent enough to
be a philanthropist, or unless "
the employer has enough skilled help to supervise and minimize the mistakes.

SUITS SPORT COATS SLACKS
ALLIGATOR

All Sizes
& Model s

ALL WEATHER COATS

Reg, Long, Short & Stout

g

Ii

TREMFORENDO
US
SAVI
NGS
A LIMITED TIME ONLY
REECE'S

Frosty

CO(
Frosty

BA]
Frosty

BR(
KEE

CH
14 OZ.
PKG.

STARTS THUR. 11; 20011_,

HART SCHAFFNER & MARX+ STYLE MART By MERIT
Sizes 36 to 48

T1

519--West Main

Murray, Kentucky

YOU MAY LAY AWAY FOR CHRISTMAS IF YOU PREFER
.,:-..a.vav2iclwavsKsmakskv*varoucissgwavArakcategavatwi
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ARMOUR

ROCK GARNISH

SWIFTS PREMIUM

BEEF

TURKEYS

DUCKS

HENS
16 oz.
EACH

L B.
Frosty Acres

6-oz

29*

1O-oz.

23*

Frosty Acres - 8 oz

CRISCO

1LB.

STOKLEYS

380Z

CATSUP

59

WHOLE

DE41
FRUiiE

DEL MONTE

3L6.

SWEET
RELISH

22 or.

49

SUNSHINE

COCKTAIL
2,2 CAN

SNOWDRIFT

SWEET
PICKLES

2/35
25

2 in

39

POWDERED

SUGAR

12 OZ.

29

1-1ERSHEYS

DOG FOOD CHOCOLATE
CHIP
LB $2.19 ,,,„ oz. 491;

25

GALA

TOWELS

35e

Pkg.

Yellow

ALL FLAVORS

JELLO
3 oz. BOX

2 ROLL

100

1.1i,

CHESTNUT

LB, 69c

_ _ 10 lbs. 49e ORANGES
29*
BANANAS
lb. 10*
19e Jonathan, Red or
Golden Delicious
APPLES
4-lb. bag 39*
3 lbs. 25e

KELLOGGS

STUFFED

SWEET
CROUTETTES I OLIVES
PEAS
55
230
39

REFRIGERATOR JAR

7 oz

70Z.

303 CAN

OCEAN SPRAY

MUSSEL MANS

IVORY
LIQUID

MAZWELL HOUSE

CRANBERRY APPLESAUCE
SAUCE

COFFEE

303 CAN

300 CAN

25

2/390

GERBERS STRAINED

BABY FORMULA

BABY
FOOD
42 OZ. 10

14 OZ.

390

NIBLET WHOLE KERNEL

YELLOW
CORN
r.,;1.1171/,./kr.00rat

13 oz.

2/44 0, 2/*
12

ALCOA HEAVY
DUTY 18"

TUBBY JUNIOR

COCONUT

1 LB.

SIMILAC
Wz

14 oz

2/44

12-oz.

SLAW

DEL MCATE

BOND

303 CAN

Fresh

19*

ALABAMA GIRL

Mayonnaise PUMPKIN

, LB

69

POTATOES

PIE SHELLS _ _ _ _ _ _ 3 pkgs. sl ONIONS

OIL

(:1BUERCUDID. TTE
DROP CRACKERS
COOKIES
'pt.: 2/89C

35e

PUMPKIN PIE _ _ _
Pet Ritz

SHANK HALF,B.64

CAPONS
6Y
BACON

Red or White

234

8 oz.

LB.69
BUTT HALF519i
HAMS

SWIFTS

* PRODUCE

Frosty Acres

GREEN PEAS

FLAVOR KIST

OLEO

LB 49

8 oz

CAULIFLOWER
Frosty Acres

BROCCOLI SPEARS _ _ _ _ 23e

& Stout

65

LB.

L B.

* FROZEN FOODS * Frosty Acres - 20 oz.
8 oz
BRUSSEL SPROUTS _ _ _ _ 23e MINCE MEAT PIES
Frosty Acres

BABY LIMAS

KR AFT

SHORT RIBS SAUSAGE

GROUND
BEEF

Frosty Acres

COCONUT
Frosty Acres

89

FIELDS FULLY
COOKED WHOLE

PURE

FIELD

GRADE A

BLUE BONNET

010=401

•• •

*es

\
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CHOCOLATE
FOIL
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CAPTAIN'S KITCHEN Famous Old Schooner
FORMS FRANCHISES Now Boston
Showplace

The owners of Captain's Kitchen, a local seafood restaurant
have announced the formation
By STEVE LIBBY
of a national chain of eeeneeked
Central Press Association
restaurants, effective immedioCorrespondent
tely.
BOSTON, Mass.
Her name
C. V. Godwin and J. D. Ha- was and is Alice S. Wentworth
mmond, who originated the Cap- and she is the nation's oldest
tain's Kitchen concept in Colu- documented vessel. After more
mbia, S. C., in September, 1964, than a century of straining besay construction has already be- fore the winds along the ruggun by one of their franchises ged New England coastline, the
In Murray, Kentucky. In addition, two-master is retired now, refurbished
and docked
there are plans underway for the alongside like new
a well-known Boston
opening of three more Captain's restaurant for all the world to
Kitchen operations In South Caro- see and enjoy.
lina.
Thanks to Anthony Athanas,
Hammond, who has been in an Albanian-born and New Bedthe restaurant business since ford-nurtured restaurant Owner,
1942, remarked that "fresh sea- the lovely old ship belies her
food has been the key to our 105 years. She looks sparkling
success."."Of course," he add- new as she rests at dockside
. ,ed, "the concept of healthy serv- next to Anthony's Pier 4 Resings and all-you-can-eat-at-menu- taurant on Boston's Northern
Avenue waterfront.
prices have been vital to our
Reputed to be the oldest merrestaurant becoming such a large chant vessel flylng the Amerifamily attraction."
can ensign, the Alice S. WentGodwin, whose background co- worth dates bacis,..12, 1863, wits&
-vers the construction business alA.was.lautic.heiLat South liar,
- erien- walk, Conn. as the Lizzie A.
is well as restannini tirp
ce, pointed out that more than Tollis. Long after the-day,w1se1t
4,000 persons are served at the most ships410 down, into retireColumbia restaurant each week. rhea Ihe-old schroon-IFIn 1105
He stated that the most popu- — at age 42 — was sold to a
lar item in the gallery of the Maine family who renamed her The Alice S. Wentworth today.
Captain's Kitchen is oysters due- the Wentworth.
• • •
of several owners until, finally,
Mg the season, however, the
EVENTUALLY she fell into she was bought by a school
fresh seafood platter is also a
hands of one of New England's teacher who sailed her as a holibig favorite.
most colorful skippers. Kindly. day windjammer for several
Both Godwin and Hammond witty Capt. Zeb Tilton. of Marsummer seasons. But in 1963,
state that the idea for the fran- tha's Vineyard. Mass., was a
when she was precisely 100
chising of their restaurant came legendary old salt, among the years old. the Merchant Marine
bookkeepers
from their company
last of a dying breed who earn- Inspection Division of the Unitand other friends who wanted to ed their livinggin sail ships dur- ed States Coast Guard decided
purchase a franchise.
ing the declining wind-ship era. she was unseaworthy and picked
"Then, when a National Guard Despite heavy competition from up her papers. The "Alice" was
trainee, who was stationed at smoke-pots, motor trucks and beached on Cape Cod and, in
Fort Jackson for summer en- railroads, Capt. Zeb believed the April. 1965 she was again put
campment, visited the Captain's wind was the only cheap thing up for auction to satisfy her
Kitchen and immediately wanted in the world-so he continued creditors.
Anthony Athanas bid $13,500
a franchise in Kentucky," said to use it.
However, in 1938 the Went- for her and so acquired the ship.
Hammond, "we made the decisThe Alice S. Wentworth was
ion to go into the restaurant worth was put on the auction
block at a U.S. Marshal's sale caulked, puttied. painted and refranctitetne business:,
to pay her creditors the fitted at a Fairhaven shipyard
"Our franchises are selling seemingly - impossible lien of and delivered to her new home
for $7,500, "said Godwin, "and $701. That's when "summer alongside Boston's Pier 4.
within the next year, we anticipa- folks" from Martha's Vineyard Thanks to styrofoam floats and
te the construction of at least started to pay attention to the and an additional $10,000, the
a hundred Captain's Kitchens thr- aging lady. The Wentworth was "Alice" was raised and restored
75 and her Captain Zeb was 72 to her former beauty.
oughout the country."
"As you know," added Hammo- when some famous people
nd, "the trend in the restaurant formed a corporation to prebusiness is toward tranchisedop- serve this nautical romance. VISITS CAMP DAVID
erations as evidenced by the Katherine Cornell was . one,
THURMONT, Md. (UP!)growth of such businesses here James Cagney another.
For another five years the
in Columbia, and other cities Alice,'' the captain and his President Nixon spent the night
at Camp David, helicoptering to
throughout the country."
crew of two sailed together. In
"With the expected increase 1940 a 100 per cent dividend the mountain retreat Sunday
of this trend over the next 15 was declared.-enough to give after attending the National
years, there is a tremendous the "Alice" a good fare-lifting. Football League game between
Washington and Dallas. The
market for a family-atmosphere,
fresh-seafood restaurant chain,"
However, 80-year-old Capt. President continued to shim
Zeb, with 60 years before the questions and refuse comment
he pointed out.
All franchises in the Captain's mast behind him, was forced to about the massive weekend
Kitchen operation will be design- retire. The "Alice," three years antiwar demonstrations.
ed alike to create a decor of a older, worked on carrying
seaside atmosphere. Each loca- freight until the early days of
tion will be subject to strict World War II took her into
temporary retirement.
regulations of the parent com• • •
FOUR PERSONS INJURED
pany in order to maintain clean- AFTER World War II,
the
liness, service, and food quality "Alice" passed into the hands MACAO (UPI)-- A series of
at the lm-Yuen
explosions
ftrecracker plant Sunday seriously injured four persons,
police said. The plant, located
about 200 yards from the
Communist Chinese border,
was heavily damaged.

committee was studying the
The Legislature's Interim CoCommittee on Judiciary has reco- state's marriage statutes for pommended to the 1970 General ssible revision.
Assembly that circuit judges be
The committee delayed action
given authority to fix the fees on two other proposed bills. One
Of their master commissioners would create a division of domestic relations within the staand court receivers.
asked the te's circuit courts. The other
The committee
Legislative Research Commiss- would bring Kentucky laws perion staff to draft into bill form taining to juvenile offenders into
portions of the legislative pro- line with the Supreme Court's
gram of the Louisville - Jeffer- Gault decision of 1967. The amson County Crime Commission ended section would entitle a
for presentation to the 1970 leg- juvenile offender to legal counsel
during his appearance before
islature.
Among the crime commiss- juvenile court.
Two bills to provide compenion's proposals were provisions
to create a third division of cr- sation for coal miners' pneumiminal court; allow for a com- oconiosis (black lung) will be
puterized court record system, submitted to a special legisand to provide for jury selection lative subcommittee when it mefrom a broader listing that would ets November 28.
include drivers' license rolls R. Mitchel Denham (D-Mayand automobile registration ro- sville) chairman of the LegislaILs, as well as voter registrat- tive Research Commission Subcommittee on Occupational Resion lists.
The proposal also proposes piratory Diseases, has directed
NINE-YEAR-OLD Kevin McIntosh, a fourth grader at W. Z. Carter
that persons arrested for pub- the LRC staff to draft a proposElementary School in Murray, finds it painful to be out of the
lic drunkenness be taken to hos- ed law in conformance with a
action as a broken arm keeps him temporarily on the sidelines.
pitals rather than to jail. A pending congressional act,
spokesman for the commission
Sen. Francis M. Burke (Dsaid this proposal would allow Pikeville) a member
of the tural Resources, has conducted Veterans Day in eovember.
treatment of drunkenness as a subcommittee, has indicated he public
All of the eight recently were OPENS INVESTIGATION
hearings on the questions
health problem rather than a will submit a proposed bill of
eliminated
for state government
surrounding black lung and other
WASHINGTON (UPI) - The
legal problem, and would free his own. Burke said his bill would occupational
respiratory diseas- by executive order by Gov. Louie
enforcement and court officials revise all sections of Kentucky's
Senate Permanent Investiga13, Nunn.
es.
for duties they are better equi- occupational health and compen- The
November 28 meeting date In other action, the committee tions Committee plans to open
pped to handle.
sation laws.
is subject to change if differenc- recommended passage of a bill an investigation Tuesday into an
The master commissionevs' Sen. Burke said Kentucky's es
allely indam
billiao
s
i
zer
dollar
vietnl
ia
lm
al
between black lung compensa- which would prohibit any gover- 5ev
pay proposal would provide that present law ought to be changed
tion bills passed by the U. S. nor from ordering a reorgani- market in U.S. and Vietnamese
fees received by commissioners to allow courts to reverse find- Senate
cen
ur.
rencAybraha
p:
teenem
Vt4
in mSouRthibico
and U. S. House of Rep. zation involving more than one s
and receivers must be "reas- ings of the Workmen's Compenresentatives have not been re- state agency without prior legisonable," and would be set by sation Board if it seemed the
committee chairman,
lative approval. The present law
conciled.
the circuit judge based upon ev- board had reached an erroneous The
illicit business runs
legislature's Interim Co- permits a governor to reorganize
idence presented.
conclusion, Under present law, a
sevreirous
$1lybillio
harsper year and "it
mmittee on State Government without respect to agency lines, o
Masters receivers and com- court cannot reverse the board's
the American
has recommended that the 19'70 but requires him to submit the
missioners now are subject to
In
Legislature eliminate four minor action to the next legislature for effort
finding
so
long
as
there
is
any
a rigid fee schedule. Committee
the
videncee to-tack Asp thadading. state holidays while_maktag-foes
members feel the fees are
mese economy and hinders the
others fall always on Monday in
LRnC,rortIQ
the
mitee
bu4--se.ther -than--set
.streffis ageinst inflation, wet'
- compared a new West"Tettiplftgarth the federal Mont.
fees, or minimum fees in the mmittee
reduces the effect of the
Holiday
Act.
Virginia
black
lung compensation
"
law, they decided to place auRECOMMENDS OFFICE
aid program.
American
The
four
holidays
to
be
elimthority it the-hands of the-cire law.ancL.Keutucky's.nreseut eQIfla
pensation law. The basic differ- inated" by statute are bladays
cult judges.
WASHINGTON (UPI) - The
of Robert E. Lee and Franklin
The committee also has re- ence is in the placement of burden D.
Senate refugee subcommittee
Roosevelt
in
January,
the
commended repeal of a section of proof, the report showed. In birthday of Abraham
Lincoln in today recommended President Figures to deep OR
)f the state's marriage law whi- West Virginia, the burden is February, and
the birthday of Nixon create an office of
upon
the
mine
owner.
In
Kench prohibits between a white
HELSINKI (UPI)-The averJefferson Davis (Confederate refugee and humanitarian aferson and a Negro or mulatto. tucky, burden of proof is upon Memorial
age housewife in Finland buys a
fairs
to
be
headed
by
an
Day)
in June.
4
'
Committee members said they the miner.
The four holidays scheduled to assistant secretary of state. new blanket every 10 years and
felt the section was unconstitut- The subcommittee, composed fall on Monday every
a new pillow every 20 years,
year are The subcommittee also said
ional, and should have been stri- of members from the Legisla- Washington's Birthday in
immediate steps shoelid be according to a Swedish firm that
Febrcken from the law earlier, but ture's Interim Committees on uary,
to admit • eft done markets bedclothes.
Memorial Day in May, taken
probably had been overlooked. Health and Welfare, Labor and Cilipmbes Day in
refugees from Czechoslovakia
A study made by the firm said
October
and
Industry
and
Agriculture
and
No
The section was discovered while
and other areas of Eastern most of the housewives waa
Europe. Sen. Edward
M. their blankets about once a y
Kennedy, D-Mass., chairman of and pillows less often than tha
the panel, • said the natioq's The study said the company had
concern fol refugees "has not interviewed women who never
measured up to the needs of washed
either blankets or
our time."
pillows.

ough on the Sidelines

THE LASTING WORD
IN BATTERIES
The New, All Powerful Gulf
Power Crest 48
Available At The Following
Dealers
LOVETT BROS.
4th di Elm
WILSON & HOLSAF'PLE
Hazel

CAIN & TAYLOR
6th & Iain
LASSITER-McKINNEY
9th & Sycamore

CLIFFORDS
Five Points

TROTTERS
641 South

F

A
Battle action on Okinawa in 1945: U.S. Marines take aim at sniper nest in that steeple.
The fighting. %,as so fierce before it fell on June 21 that battle gains were reckoned in yards.

HOKK AIDO

MAR'
Pacific Ocean
.ik.,444111c.

•
W;.6444
"— '
•4C. OF ••.1.11146...,.

YOt•

S.KOREA

OK INIAWA
q4

KYUSHU

'y
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OKINAWA

Firefighter fined
LONDON
(I P1) Fireman
Havmond Thurtell was fined $23
for driving his fire engine rarelerksly. The engine. in route to a
lire. collided with a car.

II

RI

HONSHU

No soft job
• CHEYENNE, Wyo. (IROThe Wyoming Statutes designate
the Auditor
as. the General
Accountant of the ..itate. The
scope of his duties include a
cbmplete and accurate accounting of all revenues, disbursements
and fund balances daily.
The office of the auditor
maintains 212 separate funds
totaling about $201 million.
Appropriation accounting involves 162 additional accounts,
disbursing approximately $30
million
from the state's
General hind.

WE

JAPAN-U.S. TOPIC

(lkinawa, Americas big defense bastion in the Far East., no
dobt
a key topic of. t:,Ik I-tween visiting Japanese Premier Eisaku Sato and President
u
Nixon. The island, fici, ,•: ...fended by Japan in World War II. is scheduled to revert to
Japan in 1971. The
will the U.S. be permitted to deploy nuclear weapons there
In the future.? t' S ,!,v,-tments on Okinawa reportedly run to about $24 , million.

We didn't vvantQur bug lobe a hog.
That's why we made it go about 26 miles
too gallon of gas.
And why-wepersuaded it to take pints of
oil instead of quart3.
And why we gave it an air-cooled engine. (Air is free. Antifreeze isn't.)
,
And why we put the engine in the bdck so
you get more push from the rear wheels.
(And less puttfrom tow trucks.)
And that's why at trade-in time if things
are still the some as they have been, you
can count on gettiag back more of your
initial investment of 11973.111 than practically
every other car owner gets of theirs.
After all, why shouldn't the car that's
been saving you money while you own it do
the- Nuiiiewheryciu sew?

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN

:MBER 19. 1969
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8 TO 10 LBS.

490

UNDER 8 LBS.

LB.

55

CRANBERRY
-1.411.C.1_ 2

As Mixed Chtips
Sliced
_
DEL- MONTE

PUMPKIN

For

—Aluminarri
—buty
IGA Heavy

PEAS

GERBER STRAINED

FOIL

150 5
ROLLS
19c
IGA

CAN

For St•00

Brown & Serve

Pkg ° 2

Wide Roll

ANTI-FREEZE
$139

10

39t

JIM ADAMS IGA STORE POLICY
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Kt en-

ick so
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ically
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itdo

046

FRUIT
COCKTAIL

BLEACH

BULL HEAD

IGA

PURR

OYSTERS

ICE MILK

h 2

Self Rising

MEAL

With Free Syrup

39t

DEL MONTE

NO STAMPS
NO GAMES
NO SP FORCED PURCHASES

8 OZ. CAN

GAL

miles

2 LB. Box

3Fo

1 00

CAN
IGA

BISCUITS
8 OZ CAN

GALLON

MARTHA WHITE

VAKE

PA

JUST LOW PRICES !
PENN CHAMP

AUNT JEMINA

BABY FOOD PANCAKE -MIX

303 CAN

303

LB.

OCEAN SPRAY

RIB END
PORK LOIN

DEL MONTE
on

1) To 14 LBS.

48

V2 GAL.

39c 6 49c
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fmaiw"

DETERGENT
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AJA
X
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BA

KRAFT

LARGE SIZE
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S
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COC
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19C
DAY
Store OPEN 24 Hours DAILY -- CLOSED SUNDAY
Remember.. At JIM ADAMS MA It's the total on the tape that countsr
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1
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What Was Joseph P. Kennedy Like?
e;:keek:MeeeeeateeLetkeeelekkeekec
EDITOR'S NOTE:
What was Joe Kennedy like?
Tough, kindly, driving, a soft
touch, sometimes harsh. He
was all of that, according to
Merriman Smith, UPI White
House reporter from FDR to
the present. Here is Smith's
personal memoir on Joseph P.
Kennedy.— "Quite a guy."

Quotes From The News Thanksgiving
By UNITED PRES8 INTERNATIONAL

Is Season
For Safety

SPACE CENTER, Houston - Received from Apollo 12's Charles
"Pete" Conrad after the Intrepid module landed safely on the
moon:
"Holy crow it's beautiful out here I'll tell you, that thing
was right down the middle. Boy, I can't wait to get outside.
Look at that!"

By Leonard Kimball
Well, it's that time of the
year again.
The grandeladdy of all American Holidays—Thanksgiving —
is just around the corner. And
there is hardly a soul whose
mouth is not already watering
with pleased expectation as
thoughts of turkey, ham and
candied yams scent the cool,
crisp air.
Hardly anyone, that is, except
the police and local hospital
emergenc yroom attendants,
who know only too well every
holiday season seems to be a
special time for tragedy. And
the family automobile is the
number one killer of all.
In a special report just released, the Kentucky State Police Saftey Education Bureau
and Kentucky's Traffic Safety
Coordinating Committee said 10
Kentuekians
died—acid
430
others were injured—over the
1968 Thanksgiving weekend.
Better than half of both the
fatal and injury acciderkts occurring during that period happened near the victims own
homes, and drunkenness cause
the majority of them.
"The only thing we could be
thankful for last year," said
ILSP Safety Education Bureau
Conunander Sgt. Ernest Bivens,
"was the fact that our Thanksgiving fatality count dropped
67 per cent below the 1967
statistic."
But, with both fatality and
injury figures running well ahead of last year's preseason
totals, state police and safety
committee officials are expressing concern over prospects for
this holiday seasoare-ee-eSays Arthur "Buzz" • Beard,
safe;.y connuittee month,. director, "let's not- turn this holiday season production into s
`turkey'—eet's make it a real
season for safety."
'

NASSAU BAY, Tex. - Barbara Gordon, wifeofApollo 12 command
module pilot Richard Gordon:
"It's a feat just to get to the lunar surface, but 350 meters
from the Surveyor is fantastic."

By M ERR[MAN SMITH
UPI White House Reporter
—
WASHINGTON (UPI)
Tough, driving, even harsh.
That was Joseph P. Kennedy.
But also perceptive, kindly,
deeply religious, a soft touch.
He was a rich, rich man with
a taste for luxurious cabin
cruisers, houses in Palm Beach
and the south of France, but
also a man who, long before it
was chic, battled quietly and
effectively against anti-Semitism; scored and fought ethnic
and religious discrimination
where he found it.
I knew Joe Kennedy casually
during the Franklin D. Roosevelt era when Kennedy variously
was
chairman
of the
Securities and Exchange ComJoseph Patrick Kennedy
mission, U.S. ambassador to
Great Britain and a Democratic
political in-fighter of some line, were staying. The amtas- Easter and weather. Various
proportions.
sador spotted me and after grandchildren were scooting
During the 1960 campaign some good-old-days talk, he around the place and soon the
when son Jack was runt:ling for pulled me into a side room. I high point of the day arrived.
the presidency, Joe stayed out recall some of his conversation:
A servant pushed beside the
of sight for the most part. Mere "Dammit, Jack
has
to pool an enormous container of
mention of his name was succeed if the country is to toys. Joe said, "I always do
enough to send some liberals up succeed. Oh, he'll have a rough this at Easter— get a big kick
the wall.
start, but if they (Congress and out of it." The President and
Along with a number of other the press) will just give him a his wife were on the way for a
I
was standing chance, he'll make a mighty swim and stopped for the
reporters
outside the ambassador's house fine President."
uproarious presentation of toys.
at Hyannie Port the morning I was somewhat startled to
Jacqueline Kennedy seemed
after the 1960 election. The trim, hear
the ambassador then less than brightened by the
white-haired ambassador came expound at some length on sight of two reporters helping
to the door and beckoned to some of the things his son the children, jegluding he.r o
me. A surprised Secret Service should push for first. One of the eperate complicated mechania "must" items was cheaper and cal toys.
me through
agent let
--------------------------or medicareMee for everySiflte Mrs. Kennedy's reInside the house, the Pres- body; in fact, a form of ticence was so obvious I went
ident-elect and his brother natiaml medical insurance to to the ambassador and'
said we
- cover dbetor;" ag — well as did not want to intrude -611 z
= e----Robert, -along with some ethers,
the floor hospital bills.
were lying
on
family occasion and my friend
watching on television the
He also talked of a better and I would leave. He laughed
agonies at Richard M. Nixon's deal for the unemployed, and a heartily.
headquarters in California.
radically improved social secur"You still can't get it through
I thanked the elder Kennedy ity system.
your head, can you?" he said.
for inviting me inside, but said
"It makes no sense in a "This is my house. You're here
I did not want to stay if it country as rich as this to work as my guests and I don't
would
embarrass
the new your tail off most of your life, believe
you've
heard
any
President with the rest of the then virtually starve to death complaint from Jack, have
press.
once you hit 65—no sense at you?"
"What the hell," Joe Kennedy all," he 'mid
But we left anyway, after a
boomed. "This is my house and
beer and a decent interval. Joe
I can invite into it anybody I
We were in Palm Beach seemed genuinely sorry to see
damned well please. After all, again during the late spring of us go.
you and I have known each 1961 after his son had taken This was the Irish Catholic
other since about the year office. The ambaseador invited man who joined the Jewish
one."
me and another friend from the country club in Palm Beach
At Christmas time 1960, we press to come to his house for a and helped finance extensive
were in Palm Beach covering swim on Easter Sunday just improvements of the course.
the President-elect before the after Mass.
who talked a horse racing an
inauguration, and there was a
We went. Joe showed us gambler friend of his into
party at Joe Kennedy's house where to change clothes and we financing—or at least helping to
where the newly elected chief joined him in trunks beside the start— a Catholic church on
executive and his wife, Jacque- pool, shooting the breeze about Palm Beach itself, and a
modern hospital on the mainland in West Palm Beach.
Quite a guy.

FRESH

Ie yeir borne, SAFE?

KENTUCKY LAKE CATFISH
We have the best! Hurry on down
because we are closing for the season Sunday, November 23.

KENTUCKYLAKELOMERESTAURANT

CAIRO. A statement released by the Egyptian national assembly
concerning U. S. peace efforts in the Middle East crisis:
"America is •responsible for pushing the Mideast toward a
war whose possibilities and effects on world peace and security
nobody can foresee."
WASHINGTON . Sen. Philip A, Hart, D-Mich., commenting
on his wife's arrest during antiwar demonstrations at the Pentagon:
"This ,episode will probably be politically damaging because
a lot of people will be offended by it. But she's an intelligent
woman and I've always encouraged her and the children to be true
to themselves."

earw.

"EYES RIGHT!" seems to be the order here as two Montsmird soldiers heed the sound of gunshots while out on
patrol near Duc Lap. South Vietnam.
Answer to Yesterday s Puzzle

4 Make available
5 Call on
6 Exists
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7-Cloth measure
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Antonio Minichiello, 80,
HIJACKER'S FATHER AT JAIL- Luigi
Minichiello, 20,
father of U.S. Marine Lance Corp. Raffaele
Rome,
hijacker of the TWA transport from Los Angeles to
young
wtere
there,
jail
Heaven
points to the Queen of
visit
Minichiello is held prisoner. The father was refused a

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 20
Open 6 p.m. to 8 p.m.
SHOP FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY

Any All Weather Coat
Men's
Ladies'
aim:Irene

'>>
,r.. 65

Distr. by Einited Feature Synducate, Inc.

25%

GMs'

Off

— 6:00 to 1:00 Only —

Ladies Winter Coats
Save 25%

CHICAGO (UPI)—The first
watch is believed to have been
invented about 1500 by a German locksmith
named Peter
Henlein. World Book Encyclopedia says it really was a portable
clock, and was so large and
heavy it had to be hung from a
belt around the waist.

x.• 57

— 6:00 to 1:00 Only —

EVAR

KNIT SHIRTS
Reg.

$3.88

$6.00

— 6:00 to 0:00 Only —

One Group

Ladies Coordinates
Skirts
Pants
Jacket
Blouses
ONLY

$3.88

each

Dacron Knit Materials

H.
"UNITED WE STAND"
Ross Perot tabovei is paying for those full - page
"United We Stand" ads supporting President Nixon's
•
, ..ard peace in Vietnam. Perot, 39, a Texas millionaire, has paid for 100
such ads in the nation's
largest newspapers.

60 - 72 Wide

Regular '4.97 yd.

ti

PEANUTS

c

CI

$3.00 yd.
— 6:00 to 1:00 Only —

by Charles M. Schulz

AR

ML(' CARETAKER kA5 A
LITTLE TROUBLE WITH THE
LA0/141 SPRINKLER...

ti

WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY
MEN'S and WOMEN'S
t1
TWO PIECE

CAR

Men's Short Sleeve

Peanuts®

THIS WEEKS SPECIAL

•

CBeik
FAMILY NIGHT

Time hung heavy

CROSSWORD PUZZLE moo llama moan
1000 MOO 00021

.59

Are grab bars provided next
to tub and shower'

Highway 61 in Aurora, Kentucky
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LOOK WHAT you
MADE ME DO

ASI
0
STIL

Leave it 102 North 5th or at pickup station 1415 Main

Jones Fashion Cleaners
102 North Fifth

PilnriP

7514549

AUK

HOW EMBARRASSING it is
for Wells Fargo guard
Thomas Raftery. 35, to have
to be'freed from handcuffs
by police in, his own truck
in New York. He and two
partners made a lunch stop
en route from 'Aqueduct

.• •

#

•-•tee.

OC/Mt
— F-We nir

than $1 mlOr1 in cash,
and Ming. robbers heisted it.
More
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WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT
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GODCHAUX

nichiello, 80,
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lea to Rome,
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used a visit
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10 Lb. Bag
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VEGETABLE

•
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R20

14 to 16

5

MARTHA
WHITE

S
PKG.

F
sl"BAC

No. 24 Can

'AMILY
MARTHA WHITE
25 LB. BAG

Si

JOHNSONS
SMOKED
6 To 8 Lb.

LB.

COUNTRY SKILLET
WHOLE
U.S.D.A INSPECTED
CHICKEN PRICE NOT
GOOD AFTER SAT. NOV. 22nd.

\
--17r NI-Er
gni iNft

SACRAMENTO
HALVES

Coat

WHOLE
OR
SHANK HALF
LB.

REEL FOOT
TENDER SMOKED

SHORTENING

HT

YOUNG
TOMS
ALL SIZES
LB

EMGE PIONEER
SLICED R1NDLESS

U.S. PRIME

MARTHA WHITE
LB. BAG

"CHUCK"

-Off

FIRST CUT

LB.

•

49

mts
CARNATION
EVAPORATED

EXCELLENT BAKING

TALL
CANS

YELLOW SOLIDS

9c

QUALITY 4 to 7 Lb.
LB.

tes

REAM PIE
KTAIL

ASSORTED FLAVORS

4oz 25t PORK LOIN
fta,
OLD FASHIONED

SACRAMENTO FRUIT
No. 2Y2 CAN SSC

WHOLE
OR
HALF
LB

BALOGNA

ROAST
RIB END

39t

BROWN & SERVE
OF 1219t
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"Cu
)0

FRANKS

RSIK
VE
I NIE
SIDE
sS 1 2
p kOciz
.4
449

LB.39C

MISS LIBERTY SLICED

BACH

RINDLESS

ER 49C
FRESH

Schulz

FRESH
SLICED
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)

Tials

BEEF LIVER

CR

IL

41t

24 OZ. BOTTLE

DRINKS

PEAS
2 0 9c

LB.

OYSTERS Fresh Por
,
19 Brains

FRESH

120z.$
STANDARD Jar

LB.

WE HAVE A GOOD SELECTION
OF SWIFTS

ggo.,

L. 59t Butter Ball
c WAGE
TURKEYS
49t
PICKLES
39t NIRO SWOP 31t UMPKIN PIES
ANANAS
ONIONS
CELERY
3 29
S1.89 PIE S ELLS 3
ASPARA6IIS300cAN2 G F
OTATOES
COCOANUT' 49C COLD WHIP 39c
10 49
N
15
E MEATp)KoGz33t BREAD
31 Grapefruit Foil 29
M BUTTPUKOAST

DOLES

9

Pineapple-Grapefruit

AN

46 OZ. CAN
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C & W WHOLE SWEET
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COUNTRY STYI F

MRS. SMITHS MINCE &
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GOLDEN RIPE

PINT JAR

LB,

PET RITZ

TRAIL BLAZER

BUSH CUT GREEN
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5
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L 3

STILLWELL SWEET

TALL CAN

L

UP

Eiag_. 99c
SUGAR
GQ.P.cHAUX
With C-Oubon and-S5:0Z Purchase. airy Products, Tob. & Turkeys Err'
V ID AFTER NOV. 26th.

PASCAL

MED. STALK

101#

RED

1

Qt. Ctn.

Oz. Pkg.

NON SUCK

AUK CHUM

LBS.

PKG.

HOSTESS

BAKERS ANGEL FLAKE

303
CAN

MED. YELLOW

PKG. OF 2

LBBAG.

PINK SEEDLESS

MISS LIBERTY

24 Oz. Loafs

LIBERTY COUPON WORTH (14c
LIBERTY COUPON
MAXWE-LL--HOUSECOFFEE L
C A N 696— DE T-ERGENT
I9c
diC
With This Coupon —Without Loudon
With This Coubon
Without Coupon
Void After Nov. 26th.
Void After Nov. 26th,

--37c

o• •
LIBE)3
50
StATS
5
.n
With Coupon & Purchase
4 Lb. Bag RED DELICIOUS APPLES.
Void After Nov. 26th.
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WEDNMAY EVENING PROGRAMS
Wtrrr

591$.

-`he b1.*"'ci;,,,,rsori" rIehwes'
0"."
6 1/ "yr". 414%.'
Ctship of Eddie's Fathe
G000time Hour
110 The Virginian
7 :30
•..Tne !I've/or HOIbMiers Room 222
The Virginian
1-8 P.m. , Ch. 4 A full hour of "The Sound of Burt Bacharach," starring the famous young composer himself,
with LENA HORNE, TONY BENNETT, and EDWARD V1LL.
ELLA

8

00 Music Hall
)0 Music Hall

Medical Center
Medical Center

Sc. •nd

tr e

girl who
X-9 p.m., Ch. 4 BRONSON becomes the ally of a
and to
wants two thing to escape her ciomineering brother
derby!
demolition
win an auto
Smolt Glel
Bronson Hawaii FIZ
so 00 Then COT*
Moe.*
30 Then Came Bran.).' Hawaii Fl
about the news or
more
how
newsmen
No
Ch.
4
x40 p.m.
PROFESSIONALS: AL VOECKS,
say it better than the
OLSEN, and PAUL EELLS,
DAVE DAUGHTRY. BOBNeve
Suort; New.; Wilw , sport.
#, 00 News, 12AM, . Sots The 10.,-rvOrthr
Griffin Show Apollo 12 Eyewitness _

1 Iiil

1 11

30 Apollo
00 Apollo 12
10 Apollo 12
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Three On UK
Staff Win
AG Awards

TELEVISION SCHEDULE
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gineering, and Dr. H. P. j.tura Engineenne, anu a weprofessor of agricultural Loral candidate at UK, received
engineering at the Iowa State a blue ribbon for his excellUniversity, received the joint ence in the "Grain Handling
citation for their authorship and Storage Facility" exhibit.
and work in the presentation of
a paper, "Hydraulic Model of
ASAE Committee on Exa Runoff from Depressional The
Areas." A total of 340 papers tension gave the wards for
originality and efwere evaluated by the MAE outstanding
selection committee and eight fectiveness in educational aids
were selected for national a- competition, and is intended to
stimulate the interchange of
wards.
ideas and techniques contributGeorge Arthur Duncan, won ing to overall improvement in
for his entry, "Two-Tier Forced Extension methods.
Nentilation Burley Tobacco
Dr. Charles Barnhart, Dean
Barn" in the public agency
class of the Society's annual of the College of Agriculture,
extension exhibits competition. gave the local presentations in
Harvey Elmon Hamilton, Ex- special ceremonies at the Urntension Specialist in Agricut. versity of Kentucky.
son,

Three staff members at the
University of Kentucky College
of Agriculture have been awarded blue ribbons and national recognition by the American Society of Agricultural Engineers.
Dr. Charles Thomas Haan,
assistant professor in the UK
Department of Agricultural En-

NOVEMBER 19. 1969
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AGE F1F

Letter To Editor
ADULTS 80
NURSERY 10
NOVEMBER 16, 1969

DISM1SSA LS

ADMISSIONS
Mark James, Rte, 7, Box 32,
Murray; Mrs. Andra Elkins,Rte.
5, Murray; Mrs. Margaret Brooks, Rte, 2, Murray; Mrs. Wanda
Thorn, Rte. 6, Murray; MTS.
Artie Petty, 508 So. 2nd St.
Murray; Mrs , Opal Phillips
Rte
3, Murray; Edgar Rowland, 110 So. 12th St., Murray;
Mrs. Estella Ross, Rte. I, Dexter; Baby Boy Posey, 1660 Coll
eve Terrace Dr.. Murray; L. R.
Putman. 1508 Chestnut, Murray;

Mrs. Wilda Rogers and Baby
Girl, 219 So. 13th St., Murray;
Mrs. Sandra Lovins and Baby
Boy, Rte. 7, Murray; Mrs. Beverly Smothers and Baby Boy,
Rte
2, Benton; William Cole,
Rte. 1, Murray; Miss Portia Cannon, 1013 Story, Murray; Master Tim Hudson, Rte. 5, Murray;
John Mardis, Dexter; Mrs. Lois
Waterfield, 602 Main, Murray;
Mrs. Nannie Lovins, 1415 Poplar,
Murray; William Harris, Rte. 5,
Murray; John Ramsey, Rte. 1,
Hardin; John Lee. Rte. 1. Dexter.

Malt
M r: -Griffin Show Second Moon
The
Tne eit•rr, Grdttn hoer A ',..) 1, 2

RONET
e. Phi

i.. BS f.ews
Jake Hess Gospel ShoseMcHeles' Navy
Moaning Welch
Soto Slum
Morning Watch
BOOB* 12 Eyewitness
Luny_ Lift ett
Captain
Kangaroo
• .00 Apollo 12
s-..--The Mike Douglas ShowApollo 12
▪
:1C Apollo 12
The Mike Douglas Show Lucy Show
csk
.00 It Takes Twe
7 :30 Concentrathsa
The Mike Douglas ShowHe Sald—She Bald
Barbara Moore Show
A .a, Sale of the Cents's", Andy of Mayberry
Barbara Moats. Vice,
%I :30 Hcllywood SouaresLOve of Lite
Be-witched
Where the Heart Is
1 .00 Jeopardy
Searrh tor Tomorrow Apollo 12 Spacecraft
I
30 Nan', DroPpers

:011 Morning F.hcra
• :30 Mermen Six*

R better
olors glean
re carpet ci

7 .1:11::' "'"'.

aAssErr

1
1

yen month
white, AKC
shots. Sala
5303.

THURSDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS

2
▪
✓

2
2
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THURSDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
4p,
12

10 News; 1Nthr.; Sat*. News; Weir.; Sports News; Wthr
Setts
.30 Daniel Boone
Family Affair
Ghost and Mrs. Muir
The Jim Nabors Hour That Girl
• .0C Daniel Boone
I
.30 Irooside
The Jern Nabors Hour Bewitched
• :110 ircnside
SII
:30 Dragnet 1170
of Sam Stang"
If Takes•Thief
e
:OD Dean Martin Shcw
It Takes a Thief
7 :30 Dean Martin Show
Movie
Sports News: Whir : Snorts
CO News **hr Sworii. News Weir
IJ :30 The Tonight SM.? The Mery Griffin Shaesenunson Outdoors;
:OD The Tonlaht Show The Mery Grtffin StgreiMoyle:
30 Aecilo 12
I
'he Mery Griffin Show "Ply Coggin Roche!"

1re
11

YEAR OLD
th 61d Sian
Christmas.
to saddle hi
Boneless

$1
Lb

Rump Roast
HIJACK FOILED, 14-year-old
David Lawrence Booth
labovel is under Juvenile
Court jurisdiction in Cincinnati, Ohio. He tried to hijack
a Delta Airlines jet by holding Gloria Jean House, 18,
hostage with a butcher knife.
t,

Increases, so does the number
of diabetics.
Diabetes is known to run in
▪
:00 The Uelc,c hat es
TT* Joey Bishop Show
Se
✓
The Jeer Bisheo Snow
families. Most diabetics have
x- Paid advertisement
hati—stjaist iine _blood relative
who was a diabetic. If both parents have diabetes, the chances
are that all their children will
develop diabetes at some time,
if they live long enough. In addition, the Association estimates
that some 50 million Americans
(one in four) are "carriers" of
diabetes — they may transmit ,
the disorder to offspring without l
themIn diabetes — the disorder that will be stronger in the years to developing the condition
selves.
diet, exercise and insulin or pills come.
Why? The answer to this ques- Today more people are eating
control — in danger itself ofgetttime
ing out of control? At the moment, tion can be summarized in five richer foods than at any
there does not seem to be an key words: age, pepaation,here- in history. The richer a nation's
diet, the greater the trend to
answer to this question,betsome My,obesity and detectit*.
obesity, and there is a close realarming statistics illustrate the
lationship between diabetes and
dramatic increase in the prevalPeople are living longer today, obesity. More than eight out of
ence of diabetes.
on the average, than they did a ten adults who develop diabetes
In the last two decades, the generation or two ago. And it is are overweight before their connumber of diabetics in the United the older person who is part- dition develops. A planned diet,
States has about doubled, to an icularly prone to diabetes. While leading to weight reduction, is
persons. It is true that the disorder can usually the first step prescribed
estimated 4,200,000
And for several logical reasons occur at a very early age, four by a physician who is treating an
this geometric rise will continue out of five diabetics are over 45 overweight, newly diagnosed diaIn the future.
when they develop the disorder. betic.
Older women are especially susA final reason for the rapid
Today diabetes ranks seventh ceptible: Between the ages of increase in the diabetes rate is
among the causes of death by dis- 55 and 64, the diabetic rate amo- the only encouraging part of the
ease in this country. Yet ,para- ng women is twice as high as picture. Modern screening and
doxically , most diabetics even- among men.
diagnostic techniques are adding
tually die of some other complicpeople to the diabetic population
ation , such as heart disease, In 1950, atotit 150 million per- before they might otherwise be
cerebral hemorrhage, or kidney sons lived in the United States. included. The earlier someone's
disease. Thus the influence of Today the population is more diabetes is detected and treatdiabetes on mortality rates Is than 200 militia. The American ment begins, the easier he can
by far more pervasive than the Diabetes Association estimates control it.
official figures indicate. And be- that one person in twenty is an
Those who benefit most from
cause there is no known cure actual, an unknown, or a poten- detection tests are the mild diafor the condition, this influence tial diabetic. As the population betics who have the disorder but
don't yet know about it. There
are more than 1,600,000 of these
"hidden" diabetics in this country.
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Sirloin Steak
3 -Lb. Pkg Or More

69C Rib h'iteak
Sliced Bacon
79
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Pork Chops
Cod Fillets
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electric fan
volts, 1650
$10.00 each
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Skinless Franks
ALP FRENCH STYLE
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GREEN BEANS
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CANS
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CANS
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Crest Toothpaste

88

c
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$100

.22 WINCH
$30.00. Pha
800 p. in.
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,.oil p ti r II i.

Tomato Soup

Cake Mixes
Wonderfoil
Ketchup
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25 Ft. Roll

49t
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factory air
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396 engine. 1
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1957 CHEVI
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FLORIDA
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35c
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21,6.°-: 49C RYE BREAD
Sauce
Sweet Potatoes
Yellow Cling Peaches 32°,:$1"
JANE PARKER
Mangedarin Oranges C:99t
Spiced Apple Rings .4c-c- 37C PEACH PIE
SOp, 45C
iiffiipping Cream
Pumpkin
ahoy
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A

OFF

IVORY

Pw
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P wh 1 r

LIQUID DETERGENT

1968 CHRYSI
motor, comp!
er. Excaupg
753-8042.

P

LOAVES

CHIEF KREMUN delegate to
the Nov. 17 Strategic Arms
LimitatidTi Talks with the
U.S. in Helsinki, Finland, is
Vladimir S. Semenov.

32
OZ.
ITL

Shamrock

GIANT SIZE

SAYE 10e

DETERGENT

22 02
BTLS

PRICES GOOD THRU SAT.. NOV 22

Jombi
1 LB CAN
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Or S. R.
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s Lt. sag
With Coupon
Good Only
At A & P Food Stores
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1969 CHEVR
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RAIN MAKES HIM TURN PAIL A week and a half of rain in
Chelsea. Mass . puts Aaron Berz0f, a plant supervisor, in two
rive-gnIlon pails to g.,t around Many areas are flooded.
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New U.S. center

- in Stockholm
STOCKHOLM (UPI) -David
Plotkim, cultural attache of the
U.S. Embassy hare, will head the

Ls
ogers and Baby
St., Murray;
vins and Baby
ray; Mrs. Bevand Baby Boy,
• William Cole,
Miss Portia Ca, Murray; MasRte. 5, Murray;
er; Mrs. Lois
Main, Murray;
,1415 Poplar,
Harris, Rte. 5,
amsey, Rte. 1,
,Rte. 1,Dexter.

GOOD INCOME PROPERTY

new American cultural center to
be opened in downtown Stock-

All in good condition. Easy to rent. Will pay for itself in 41 years. Priced to sell immediately. Will

IS S USED METAL roofing,
wed box springs and matraises and water systems, Cyryes Resort, Hwy. 121, 5 miles
th of New Concord, Phone
901) 247-3315.
N-22-C

_help with financing. Call 753-7992, anytime.

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

PECIAL CHRISTMAS gift fray Woman's Club cookand Kentucky scenic
. Call 436-2345 or 753for information. Dec.-18-C

10% DISCOUNT ON ALL PURCHASES

Register For FREE G. E. Clock Radio
Thursday Evening Nov. 20 from 6:00 to 8:00
HELP WANTED

BAssErr

HOUND puppy, seven months old, black and
white, AKC registered. Had all
shots. Small size. Phone 753N-21-C
5303.

holm. The center will house
the embassy's cultural department, the American librar), and
the U.S. Information Service.

CURB HOP wanted. Night shift,
5'00 p. m. to 11 p. m., male or
female. Apply in person to DartCastle, Chestnut Street. No
phone calls please.
TFC

MEN OR WOMEN: To sell hospitalization, disability income
and life insurance. Leads furnished. Opportunity for sales adaancement. Renewal and bonus
Paid monthly. Write oa contact
THREE-PIECE solid oak Span. John Hamlet, 1705 Triplett
ish ballroom suite. Triple dress Street, Owensboro, Kentucky
N-22-C
er with double mirror, door or phone 684-4403.
chest, spool bed. Reg. $599.95
now $299.95 Crass Furniture
Company, South Third Street
N-20-C

YEAR OLD female, seven month old Siamese cats. Ponies for
Christmas Saddle mare bred
to saddle horse. Phone 753-1348.
N-2D-C

MEDITERRANEAN dining room
suite. Oval table, six chairs,
china cabinet. regular $779.95
now $389.95 Crass Furniture
Company, South Third Street.
N-20-C
300 BALES of wheat straw. Call
436-228a.
11:221965 HOUSE TRAILER, two
bedroom. Located Hale Lock
Shop. Phone 753-5980. N-21-C
a'AKC ItECKSTERED Dachshund,
female, six months old. Had all
N-21-C
shots, Phone 753-3510.
SIX HEATERS: Arvin portable
electric fan forced heat. 150
volts, 1650 watts. Nearly new,
$10.00 each. Phone 436-5533.
N-21-C
THREE-PIECE Betty Barclay off
white wool double knit suit,
junior sissa5. Phone 753-8896.
N-21-C

1968 CHEVROLET Caprice. Maroon wtth black vinyl roof and
interior. Tape player, radio,
factory air and double power.
Turbo hydramatic transmission,
396 engine. Local car, $2250.00.
Phone 753-1958.
N-20-C
1962 CHEVROLET truck, long
wheel base. Six cylinder, straight drive. $425.00. Call 753N-20-C
7856.
1948 INTERNATIONAL 6,500
lb empty weight truck. Motor
in good condition. Best offer.
Phone 753-6759 OT 753-6624.
N-20-C

1964 MERCURY, four door
hardtop. Excellent condition,
low mileage, air-conditioned,
power steering and brakes, new
Ores, $995.00. Car bought new
in Murray by owner. Phone
N-24-C
436-5587.
1968 CHEVROLET Impala custom. Power steering, disc brakes
and warulows. Four season oomfortron, radio, four speed transmission, 396 engine, Corvette
new wide oval
heels with
tires. Phone 75347/a after 5:00
TFC
pm.
1968 CHRYSLER 940 cubic inch
motor, complete. 360 horsepower Excellant condition. Phone
N-21-C
753-8042.

SPECIAL

BEFORE CHR1STMASFURNITURE SALE
BEDROOM SUITES
by Bassett - Yorktown - Flanders - Vaughn
and Many More

DINING ROOM SUITES
by Drexel, in hard rock maple

'FIVE-ROOM HOUSE and extra
lot. Very good location. Three
blocks from stores, school and
post office. Everything is vela
consider
convenient. Would
REAL ESTATE FOE SA1JI
trading for house in the counPRICE REDUCED $3500.00 on try. If interested phone 437N-20-C
a 4-bedroom brick house on 5613.
large shady lat. This house has
barge paneled family room with TWO-BEDROOM frame house
range, dishwasher, disposal, a with bath, on the water and
forge living room with dining natural gas line. Newly decoarea and wall-to-wall carpet, rated and ideally located near
den or study, utlity and bath grocery. Phone 753-6203 H-1TC
on 1st floor, has 4 bedrooms
and bath on 2nd floor, lots of
closet and cabinet space, carport and outside storage room.
This house is now vacant and
can be bought for $25,000.00

BLACK TOP PAVING

Employment
Opportunities

Chairs - Tables - Lamps - Mattress
and Box Springs
One 3-Piece Bedroom Suite

Murray State
University

101359.95

•

Httit

Reg.
Reg.

Made it official

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(UPI)-hi
1979 the U.S. Customs designatMissouri cotton
ed this city on the Ohio River
POPLAR BLUFF,Mo.(UPI)- as an official port of entry and a
While cotton is raised in only customs inspector was appointed.
eight of Missouri's 114 counties,
it ranks third among the state's
cash crops. The three "boothill" Dutch cars checked .
THE HAGUE (UPI),IV fourcounties of New Madrid,
Pemiscot and Dunklin are the month check shows that about
primary cotton producers, all 70,000 passenger cars in Holland,
topping 90,000 bales a year. or 3.5 per cent of the total, are
in unsafe condition. The survey was made in connection with
pending legislation for compulBelgian draft bill
sory periodical checks of all cars.
BRUSSELS (UPI)-The BelOn cabinet has approved the Computerized containerized
first draft of a bill enabling cargo young draftees to spend their
TOKYO (UPI)-A cargo terone-year compulsory military minal run by computers will be
service working on Belgian aid constructed at Tokyo's new
projects in underdeveloped coun- international airport to handle
tries, instead of in the armed containerized cargo in the jumbo
jet age.
forces.
Tokyo. Sbibaura Electric
Company and Japan Air Lines
will develop the terminal at the
First bite
airport which will be built 35
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI)- miles east of Tokyo.
Oregon levied the first gasoline
Japan Air Lines now handles
tax in 1919, according to the 30,000 tons of air cargo in
National Automobile Club.
Tokyo annually.

PRICE REDUCED $3000.00 oo
3 hcuses and 14 acres cf land at
by Prestige - Griffaw and Many More
Lynn Grove. Two of these hous- No Jobs to Small or Large
LARGE SELECTION OF. .
to be Appreciated
es are brick the other is frame
Free Eatinaltaea
has city water, has stock barn
Contact:
and other outbuildings, extra
good land with long road front
at
on gravel road and about 400
on paved road. ft.
•
$489.95
Price
by Bassett - Reg.
JUST LISTED in Kingswood
Chest on Chest - Triple Dresser - Large Mirror
Subdivision a 4-bedroom brick Bahrein
II:00 a. in. and
and Panel Bed with Moorish Oak Finish
. house on large lot with city
500 a. in.
You hav_e to see thisasuite to believe it!
large
well,
v
ivita
ater, also has good
,
de, cartral heat!' if you are
Spec
-a GI you may be eligible to
SERVICES OFFERED
Position now open in the
purchase with no down payment
PRICES
ON
SPECIAL DISCOUNT
following area:
r.M--d en tonly closing cost, $17,500.00. PROFESSIONAL
-A NIGE 4-bedroom larirk-- on ial painting. Brusht reilk- spray.KITCHEN
-So. 13th Street. Has 2 baths, References. Free estimates.
SUPERVISOR
N-25-C
aarpet, range, drapes, air-con- Phone 753-3486.
Price '259.95 (male)
ditioned, patio, carport, utility
YOUR
home
remodeling,
FOR
Price '229.95 and work morn. This house is
COOK (male)
additions and repairs. Free estinow vacant, possession with
mates. Call 753-6123.
TFC
DISCOUNT ON EVERYTHING IN STORE FROM
deed.
Apply:
NOW TILL CHRISTMAS
transferable
loan.
HOUSE
with
WILL TAKE few selected homes
Personnel Department
Bring a pickup and take advantage of this sale
This loan is 6% with a payment for training. Boarding facilities
Administration Bldg.
did!
glad
you
you'll be
of $113.00 per month including and pasture. Blackwell Stables,
(second floor)
taxes and insurance. The house telephone 753-6,977.
Dec.410-C
Wa 3-bedroom, brick, vath car'pat.* living room, din4g area, WILL DO. paper work in my
hall and 1 bedroom. Has utility, home, such as addressing envelopes and typing, etc. Call
carport, $18.500.00.
WE HAVE a new 3-bedroom 7624454 after 5 p. m. las20-C
brick in Bagwell Manor Subdi- WILL
WANTED: First class painter,
DO baby sitting in the
sion with entrance hall, den evening in
good pay, references required.
your home. Phone
FOR RENT
with sliding glass doors to pat- 7624454 after
N-24-NC
Phone 753-3486.
5:00 p. m. N-20-C
ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser.. io, two baths, carpet, utility
WANTED: Experienced bookvice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C. carport, central heat and air, SAWS FILED, electric heaters
keeper, part time. Phone 753and all small appliances repairM. Sanders. Phone 382-3178, 525,750.00.
N-21-C
7233.
brick
on d. 512 R So. 12th St., 753-6067.
Lynnville, Kentucky. Dec.-13-NC THREE-BEDROOM
Catalina Drive. Has two baths,
N-22-C
NICE warm three-room furndining area, carport, electric
SALESMAN WANTED for C & ished apartment. Private enOULD
LIKE
to keep a small
"SAVE WITH SAFETY" . . . heat, outside storage room,
M Distributing Co. Contact Ron- trance. Close to hospital and Uncle
Jeff's Discount Pharm storm windows and doors, poses- hild in my home five or six
N-25-C church. Call 753-6898. N-20-P acy.
nie King at 753-9444.
ys a week. Phone 753-6561.
You shop for all your other sion with deed.
N-2I-C
items, why not shop for Pre DUPLEX located at 306 No. 6th
WANTRESS for afternoon shift, FURNISHED apartment, pri- scriptions???? Ask our price Street, newly decorated, new
4 till 9 p. m. Apply in person vate entrance and bath. See at No obligation.
N-19-C inlaid in one apartment. both
at Five Points Bar-B-Q. N-21-C 300 Woodlawn. Fred McClure.
apartments has full bath, tub
and shower, two-car garage, one
N-20-P
A PRIZE a day for 30 days! apartment has two bedrooms
NICE HOUSE TRAILER, all Convenient Food Mart, Chest- other one bedroom, close to
HOSPITAL BEDS
electric. Will rent for $70.00 nut Street, grand opening, No- to wn. church and school. $11,wheel chairs, walkers, tracper month, that includes park- vember 19 to 26.
N-26-C 250.00.
tion crutches, oxygen, coming space and water. Phone 753WHAT EVER your Real Estate
N-24-9
modes, etc.
4837.
needs may be it will pay you
For Sale Or Rent
ELTONE factory fresh hear- to check with Hoyt or Ray RobHOLLAND DRUGS
TWO-BEDROOM trailer, see ng aid batteries for all roake erts at ROBERTS REALTY, at
Phone 753-1462
Brandon Dill at Dill's Trailer (raring aids, Wallis Drugs.
505 Main Street or call 753-1651.
Court after 4 p. m. Located at
TFC
N-21-C
the entrance to Murray Drive
Lynn Grove, Ky.
In Theatre.
TFC
435-5701
unfurnished
Now open full time, Mon- TWO-BEDROOM
day through Friday, from apartment, located on Peggy
9:00 a. m. 'til 6.00 p. m., and Ann Drive. Phone 753-5079.
N-20-C
0.a., NOW WE
Saturday 9:00 a. m. 'til 2:00
CAN PALAVER.
p. m. Complete small en- STABLE on Hermitage Drive,
YOU DON T THINK WE'D
WHAT'VE YOU
tr,JVADE ANOTHER PLANET
gine service, from minor $15.00 per month. Phone 753BOYS GOT IN
WITHOUT FIRST LEARNINaa
tune-ups to major overhauls. 6690 after 3:00 p. m.
N-24-C
MIND?
TO SPEAK THE NATIVE
SPECIALIZING IN:
LANGUAGE, DO YOu
,
BEAUTIFUL new Valarah Lee
• Mowers
Apartments, South 16th Street,
• Tillers
across from Westview Nursing
• Motorcycles
Home. Two-bedroom, bath, utility room, living room, kitchen
and dining area. Carpeted.
Elecertci heat. Air conditioned.
Sales and Service
Referigerator, built-in stove and
oven, dishwasher and garbage
John Hodge
disposal furnished. Phone 753and
4974 or 753-3865.
N-24-C
Porter Hutchens
N-20-C NICE
MODERN
apartment.
Close to campus. Mane 7536787 or 753-6553.
N-21-P

LIVING ROOM SUITES

nalc

A. Z. FARLEY
Phone 753-5502

j
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H & H Small
Engine Service

Abbie 'N Slats

Sachs Motorcycles

PRIVATE LOT for trailer. City
water, two miles from Murray
$3000 per month. Call after
son
age
college
COUPLE WITH
4:00 p. m. at 753-8548. N-24-C
desires two or three bedroom
modern home in or near Murray. Rent reasonable. Phone
N-19-C
436-5586.

by R. Van Buren
FJASPER NAosroove././ you
MA <8 ME ASHAMED TO BE
THE DAUGHTER Oa THE
RICHEST--AND COMOIROL/PST-MAN IN TN
DAL6HTER--WE'RE
BEING SHUODER=,

A7TACKE177 By
CREATURES FRoM
OUTER SPACE.'

WANTED 'V RENT

CAW pick-up truck, sixr, clean. 1967 Bonneville
four door hardtop. Nice.
Phone 753-0081. Walston TexaN-21-C
00.

&

EVERGARD FIRE ALARM
--Made by DuPont

-

No electrical connections. Installed free! Just on

Made Fresh Daily
IN SACKS OR BULK

market. For home or, business. No down payment.

SHROAT'S

For Appointment ...

MEAt MARKET
109 North 5th

Phone 753-9444

??- EF OLE
AN'ORDER
`10KUM"
N DO THATWHY CAIKIT
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CAR OWNERSHIP
(Certinued From Pape One)
the Automobile Manufacturers
Association.
They indicate, as would be
expected that there is a direct
relationship between income
level and car ownership. The
number of cars and the amount
spent for them rise as income
rises.
Which explains the growing
proportion of late model cars
on Calloway County roads. Local families have been moving
upward on the income ladder,
enabling them to be more expansive in their car purchasing
and to trade them in more fre
quently.
A major factor, also, in the
growth of the auto population,
is the teen-ager, who has a
burning desire to get behind
the wheal the moment he is
permitted to do so.
To satisfy this urge, the used
car is turned over to junior :n
many families, instead of being
traded in.
As a consequence, in Calla
way County, passenger car registrations have increased 27.4
percent in the last five years.
The number in operation has
gone from 9,000 to 11,470 in
the period.
By the same token, the amount of money involved in
the purchase and maintenance
of cars has also increased considerably.
The expenditures in the past
year, in local service stations
alone, for gas, oil, repairs and
incidentals, came to $3,362,000,
as compared with the total five
years ago of $2,230,000.

Hospital Report
ADULTS 95
NURSERY 9
NOVEMBER 17, 1969
ADMISSIONS

_•_.

THE LEDGER

Iconlinuad Front Page One)

BARDWELL, Ky., Nov. 18 —
Funeral services for James
Franklin Cowan, 31, who died at
7:05 a.m. Tuesday in a car-train
accident here, will be held at
2 p.m. Thursday at the Mississippi Baptist Church. The Rev.
Robert Herring will officiate
Burial will be in Roselawn Cemetery.
According to state police,
Cowan was alone in his car when
was struck by an Illinois Central train at the Jennings Street
:Tossing. He was driving the
ast of three cars to cross in
front of the oncoming train.
A native of Ballard County,
Mr. Cowan was a member of
the Mississippi Baptist Church
where he was an usher. He was
assistant Cubmaster of Cub
Scout pack 63, and was an employe of Beardsley Chevrolet Co.
here.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Jewell Dean Spraggs Cowan; a daughter, Miss Kimberly
June Cowan; two step-sons,
Jimmy Lynn and Michael Gene
Hogancamp; his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Jim Cowan of La Center Rt. 1; five sisters, Mrs. Mary
Viola Hicks of Keyil, Mrs. Dorothy Mae Woolsey, Mrs. Mildred An astronaut was asked one
and Miss Linda Cowan, all of time how he felt while out in
La Center, and Mrs. Vernia Bee space and he said how would
Downey of Fulton, Mo.; and one you feel if you knew that every
brother, Eddie Lee Cowan of part of your vehicle was proLa Center Rt. 1.
duced by the lowest bidder.
Friends may call at the Milner Maybe no one said this, maybe
Funeral Home after 1 p.m. to- t was a joke somebody got up
However it is true to some exday.
tent.
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Stock Market
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troubles in the final weeks be- pictures was a setback to geofore launch. Black interference logists as well as a disappointturned up on screens durin ment to the astronauts' families (Continued From Pegs One)
tests and the camera was modi and those watching aot only in duct, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
field until it appeared the pro the United States but overseas. K. W. Bray, speeding, fined
The landing was only 700 $20.00 costs $4.50.
blem was overcome.
The space agency said the feet from the 1967 Surveyor re 7 B. A. Marshall, shoplifting,
television imaging tube had bot and on the rim of the small
fined $50.00 costs $4.50.
burned out.
crater in which it lay. Conrad
Mrs. Metta Lannom Freeman
J. C. Yong, li"tering public
Technicians devised proced- slid Bean also walked out 600- highway, fined $20.00 costs $4.
of Rt. 1 Puryear died at 8 a.m.
ures to let more light through 700 feet in another direction to 50.
Monday at her residence. She
the lens to the tube and the lay out the scientific instruW. R. Chipman, speeding, was 80.
space agency said "later to- ments.
fined $20.00 costs $4.50.
Funeral services will be held
day, time permitting, mission Their hustling around the
J. M. Harris, having open
p.m. at McEvoy
control will pass along these moon went so successfully the beer in car in dry territory, Wednesday at 2
Funeral Home in Puryear. Burial
instructions to the crew."
walk was extended an extra fined $15.00 costs /4.50.
will be in Puryear Cemetery. The
A spokesman for the West- half-hour, putting Conrad on
body will be at McEvoy's in
inghouse Corp.. builder of the She surface for four hours.
Puryear until time for services.
camera, said these steps might
Rare Ode? nips
She was born Oct. 28, 1889 in
result in a "vague image" that
married
would probably be in black and
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (UPI) - Henry County. She was
white instead of color. He said Skeeters delayed project
Highly prized silver mint julep to Chauncey M. Freeman in 1
there was a 50-50 chance of
cups, now .used for most for- and he survives. She was
member of Puryear MethodL
ALBANY, N.Y. (UPI) - mal drinking occasions,
getting some kind of fuzzy pieonce
Church. She was a retired
When early 19th century en- were prizes in horse shows
and
Puryear Merchant and a former
The problem was caused gineers tried to extend New agricultural fairs.
employee of the post office.
when the astronauts pointed York State's famous Erie Canal
The coin silver cups, like
the camera directly into the through the Montezume Swamp most antiques in
recent years, Origin
sun.
near Seneca Falls, malaria-car- have become extremely
scarce
Bean became so frustrated rying mosquitoes forced them and
CHICAGO (UPI) - The word
valuable, andisome by early
with its malfunction that he to halt the project until winter.
comes from a Greek
Kentucky makers such as Asa
slammed it on top a couple The swamp is now a wildlife
word
meaning "skilled in
Blanchard,
are
virtually
pricetimes with a hammer but to no refuge
decorating," says World Book
less.
avail. The loss of the color
Encyclopedia.
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TURKEY ROAST $3.89
LB.

TURKEY'

All White Meat

KRAFT

Hollandaise
Sauce ikg

29°

tototio,
'
11`415,0

Chicken Broth
239
Pepperidge Farm
Herb or Cornbread
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-v,1—
411soned
EN BEANS
Cu?

Pk

Ocean Spray
Jellied or Whole

2 49r
303
Calls

303

LIMAS

"THIS IS TRIZODIAC SPEAKING," begins the letter sent to
'chronicle, and 1-ccompanying it wars this
the Ban
eryptojrain from' NC' niviitium kl7M- who now ernifnm
get
sei:en murders,. In previous notes he brogge4 of five.
.m fully homy when I :ins ignored." he sy rote

114 Lb.

300 "in

59"

COCONUT

2

63e

35

303

cans

Miniature

2=49'
303 49.̀
2 cans
2

303

eans

# 2i can

SERVE A

55"
Qt

3q,

TASTIER
TURKEY
the modern way

tuff your bird
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ROUTETTES'STUIFINQk

290

C roulettes

Stuffing
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11115
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ALCOA
Aluminum Foil

49(%
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Kraft

None Such

1 oz

351. MINCE MEAT 35e

79'
49
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FRUIT COCKTAIL
Spiced
HES

_____

CREAM.GRESE— —

PUMPKIN OR MINCE

Green

K raft

A

een,

per yeas'-

ASPARAGUS

Cross a. Blackwell Rum & Brandt'

ORANIIE JUILL

II

35
°

_

ft
FRENCH DRESSINti

44..

Frosty Acres
Frozen

Mary Wasnington

Cranberry Sauce
PUMPKIN
270
Apple Rings
35

Chicken Legs
or Thighs
L. 49c

calls

Wcifii4i(ernel

Spiced

t

/mg/4i
II

PEAS

330

Li.

SLICED FREE

i
t

All Green

Stuffing Mix

45

-

GREEN BEANS

Swanson

SALAD DRESSING _ — —

> pit) odN9.11547-0.414 I

PICNICS

2 lb. 8 oz.

L. 83t egg.-^svdC111
1-1 if/

MINCE MEAT

SMOKED

Armour's Boneless (With
Gravy)

47'

Cross and Blackwe;l
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SWANNS MARKET

10.12 LB.

Steak

The
Sour
In M
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Salad Bowl
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Mrs. Mella Freeman
Dies Monday; Riles
Set Wednesday

Fresh Or Frozen

That was no Collie that stepped on the gas pedal of Dr. H
B Bailey's car, it was a Shet
land Sheep Dog. So says Dr.
Bailey anyway. It is a separate
fed
_ distinct breed of dogs.

Purekaee
Hog Market

4.

—

(Continued From FN. Ono)
Ground had a color photo of a
Americans trom wattsCardinal sitting on a Tulip Pop- vented moment.
the
ing
lar. His right foot grasped the
hope everybody down there
small branch and his left foot "1
rested atop the bloom on this Is as proud of it as we are to
beautiful tree. The Cardinal put it up," Conrad said, burying
looks a little faded, but they the staff into the soft lunar
usually do in the spring after dust.
"We're proud of what you're
winter's eroding effect.
doing," Houston control radioFellow says that the Veteran's ed back.
Day rallies confused some of The men became excited over
the peaceniks. They never heard small mounds sticking up out
of a demonstration FOR some- of the ground.
"It looks like a small volcathing.
no," Conrad said. "It's about
All this rain will come in handy four feet high and five feet ain the event of a freeze. No- cross. There's a couple of them
thing hurts shrubbery and other out here."
As they plodded the moon's
plants like a hard freeze when
the ground is real dry. If the light gravity — one-sixth that
soil is full of moisture, chances of earth — their bulky white
of losing a shrub are minimis- spacesuits became coated with
ed.
the dust they kicked up with
every step.
When you stop to think about "Hey, you're dirty." Conrad
those three fellows circling the told Bean.
"You're just as dirty," Bean
moon it is almost frightening
We think of them as three tiny replied. "I can't believe it."
The $78,833 color camera had
specks of humanity literally
tens of thousands of miles from
the earth encased in a metal
capsule, depending on the:r
own knowhow, the exact operation of the machinery aboard,
and a team of men here on
earth who are connected with
them by waves of nothing.

,

MINNEAPOLIS (UPI) Space engineers say a spin-off
from the nation's space programs may point the way toward
ea& detection of cancer.
&search with infrared measurement shows body tissue temperatures can be accurately recorded. said Lincoln H. Hudson,
director of Spare Hight SysInns far Honey ...ell. Inc.
"Cancerous or diseased tis
sue is 4igfitI
armer than surrounding t i$24a . 11 ti(104M said.
''Hs scat)))i) a person's 64)(4
with infrared &lectors similar
'
to those tle‘elopril for 10 ;1•17
,
to Ileit is
erriffitt
'
. the --start. of-turreroirn
th before it van be detected
hy other 111J145.'

TIMES

SEEN & HEARD . . . Bean, Conrad....

Rites Set
For Victim
Of Mishap

Mrs. Mackie Hubbis, 512 Beale,tFallow says it is not the miniMurray; Miss Charlotte Payne,
ekirts that worry him today, it's
Elizabeth Hall, Box 112 MSIJ,
Murray; Mrs. Margaret Taylor,, NEW YORK (1.431)—Stocks-- • the mini-thitaltini._s__
1101 Main St., Murray; William' opened mixed today in moderDols:Spasm calls us the other
HiLl, Rte. 4, Murray; William ate turnover.
night and says "take out that
Brittain, New Concord; Mrs. FrGrowing concern over inflaankle Moore, 1708 Keenland, tion and tight credit conditions ad". Naturally we asked why
Murray; Harris Howard, Rte. have kept stocks under pres- and it turns out that his phone
1, Murray; Mrs. Lela Cavitt, sure for six straight sessions. had been ringing off the wall
Rte. 1, Mayfield; Thomas Bruce, And analysts see little in the ever since he placed the ad.!
Rte. 1, Dukedom, Tem.; Mrs. news budget to force a change Well now, this made us feel
plumb good that he got such
Stella Duncan, Rte. 1, Dexter; of direction, although they note
results from his classified ad.
Mrs, Kathy Wyre and Baby Girl, that technical factors could be
You just can't beat 'em.
Box 23, Hazel; Mrs. Dorothy a temporary tonic at this point.
Rogers, 1637 Catalina Dr., Mur- Steels showed scattengi In walks Mr. and Mrs. Clyde
ray ; Miss Evelyn Cole, 1703 strength, while motors eased. Hick. of Wichita Falls, Texas
Ryan, Murray; Mrs. Maud Coot, Electronics
and oils were to say hello. She says she reRte. 2, Murray; Mrs. Bernice mixed.
ceived the Chigger Weed seed
Morgan, Rte. 1, Murray; Gaylon
we sent her. We told these nice
Scott, National Hotel, Rm. 303
American Telephone eased I s folks what they should do is
Murray; Mrs. Gracie Wilson to 53, while Procter & Gamble just dig up a Chigger Weed
Rte. 4, Murray; Mrs. Maude lost 3,1 to 109.
plant now and they could set it
Whitis, Rte. 1, Almo; Mrs. Lola
Teledyne dipped 14 to 391/4, out when they get home. Mr.
McKinney, 905 Sycamore, Mur- but Polaroid held unchanged at Hicks says he remembered
ray; Mrs. Maggie Kirks, Rte.
Loew's Theatres, mean- where one was and planned to
2, Hazel; Toy Brandon, Rte. 1, time, gained 1,2 to
do just that. Told them if they
Hazel.
American Smelting 1/ii to 3278, could not find one, just to call
us and we would dig one out of
and City Investing 31 to 30.
DISMISSALS
U.S. Steel picked up 1,2 to he yard for them. We have sev37/
1
2, while Bethlehem gained ral with a stake by each so
Master Keith Elkins, Rte. 3 Ye to 283,4. Armco rose 1 8 to e would not mow over them
mistake.
Benton; Ray Jourden, Rte. 1 287/s. Murray; Mrs. Audrey Brown and Among the autos, Chrysler
Baby Boy, 401 So. 10th St., Mur- fell 1/4 to 3834, General Motors
ray; Mrs. Mary Schumacher and
to 745,s, and Ford also 1'8 to
Baby Rey, Rte. 6, Murray; Her- 43¼.
bet Newberry, Rte. 1, Almo; In the electronics, Motorola Study lauds jogging
James Page(To Cony. Div.), 608 lost 3/8 to 141%, but Collins
BERKELEY, Calif. (UPI)
Ellis Dr., Murray; Mrs. Lula Radio edged up 3/4 to 461,4 after An 11-week experiment at the
Miller (From Cony. Div.), Rte, plunging sharply Tuesday. IBM University of California indicates
4, Murray.
was unchanged at 3631,4, while marked improvement in cardioControl Data added 14 to 112/
1
2. vascular fitness can result from
Getty lost 1,2 to 54 in the oil a regular program of jogging.
About 60 students, profesgroup, but Standard of Calif.
Area climbed 1,4 to 56. Occidental sors and staff showed average
and Gulf were unchanged at improvements of 10 per cent or
241/4
and 32, respectively. more on a number of fitness
However, Natomas rose 11/2 to tests after running for either
1
2, and 12 or 24 minutes three times
Federal State Market News 633/4, Mobil 1/4 to 50/
Service, Nov. 19, 1969 Kentwity Atlantic Richfield 1/t; to 97'78. a week for the 11-week period.
The tests measured endurPurchase Area Hog Market Re- Standard of Ohio was unport Includes 10 Buying Sta- changed at 107 5,8 following ance, lung capacity, amount of
Tuesday's big rise.
oxygen consumed during heavy
tions.
exercise, loss of fat, ability of
Receipts 339 Head, Barrows and
the body to clean fat from the
Gilts, Fully 50 cents Higher;
American rantnakers malt' blood stream and other physioSows, Steady.
US 2-3 200-240 lbs $25.50-26 00; more than 55 billion cans in logical factors.
US 2-4 190-240 lbs $2500-25.50; 1968.
US 2-4 240-260 lbs $2450-25.00;
US 34260-280 Ms $24.00-24.50;
SOWS:
US 1-2 270-350
S2125-21.75;
Sorry I beveast
US 1-3 300-650 be $20.50-2125;
H E
Psi
1611400
written.
• * a .ar 0 OlowY
US 2-3 450-650 lbs $19.75-i50.
8+1.4
u 2 a
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